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Tiivistelmä

Tämä pro -gradu työ tarkastelee eettistä seksuaalikasvatusta suomalaisessa peruskoulujärjestelmässä.
Seksuaalikasvatuksen opettaminen voi olla jo itsessään haastava aihe opettajalle. Kun seksuaalikasvatusta tarkastellaan
eettisistä näkökulmista, voivat opettajat kokea opettamisen entistä haastavampana. Eettistä keskustelua opetuksessa ei
tule kuitenkaan jättää pois, ja sen integroiminen seksuaalikasvatukseen tulisi nähdä tarpeellisena ja välttämättömänä.
Toisin kuin Suomessa, kansainvälisissä tutkimuksissa ja käytännöissä seksuaalikasvatuksen eettinen ulottuvuus on ollut
paljon esillä. Tämän vuoksi tutkimuksessa on käytetty suomalaisten lähteiden lisäksi verrattain paljon kansainvälisiä
lähteitä.
Tutkimuksen teoreettinen viitekehys alkaa seksuaalikasvatuksen määrittelystä. Tämän jälkeen esittelen erilaisia eettisiä
teorioita, joita käytetään eettisen seksuaalikasvatuksen määrittämiseen. Eettisen seksuaalikasvatuksen taustalla olevien
ideologioiden hahmottaminen ja määritteleminen kuuluvat myös teoreettiseen viitekehykseen. Tutkimukseen on valittu
kolme eri ideologiaa, jotka ovat liberalismi, konservatismi ja feminismi. Näitä ideologioita tarkastellaan
seksuaalikasvatuksen ja siihen liittyvien ongelmallisten kysymysten valossa.
Lisäksi esittelen viisi eri seksuaalikasvatukseen liittyvää eettistä teemaa, joiden avulla eettisen seksuaalikasvatuksen
problematiikka konkretisoituu. Nämä aiheet ovat ajankohtaisia teemoja julkisessa keskustelussa, mutta aiheiden
eettinen ulottuvuus ei ole aina sisällytettynä peruskoulun opetukseen. Nämä viisi eri teemaa ovat: abortti, ehkäisy,
pornografia, seksuaalinen pidättäytyminen ja seksuaalinen moninaisuus.
Tämä tutkimus on laadullinen ja sen tutkimuskohteena on neljä kahdeksasluokkalaisille suunnattua
terveystiedonoppikirjaa. Tutkimuskysymykset kohdentuvat oppikirjojen sisältöön. Tutkin, millä tavalla nämä viisi
aiemmin mainittua eri teemaa on käsitelty oppikirjoissa. Tarkastelen myös, millä tavoin oppikirjat käsittelevät näiden
aiheiden eettistä problematiikkaa. Tavoitteena on tutkia sisällön lisäksi sitä, miten teemat on esitetty ja missä
asiayhteydessä ne käsitellään, ja mitä viestiä niillä halutaan välittää oppilaille. Tutkimusmenetelmäksi on valittu
aineistolähtöinen sisällönanalyysi. Kaikki oppikirjat ovat käytössä ja ne ovat eri kustantajilta (Otava, Tammi, WSOY,
Edita).
Perinteisesti Suomessa seksuaalikasvatusta on käsitelty lähinnä asiatietona. Tämän tutkimuksen tulokset osoittavat, että
eettisiä kannanottoja ja arvoja on joko suoraan tai välillisesti viestitettyinä käsitellyissä oppikirjoissa. Tutkimustulosten
mukaan tarvetta on yhä laajemmalle ja avoimemmalle keskustelulle, koska haastavat ja mielipiteitä jakavat aiheet, kuten
abortin oikeutus, eivät ole mukana oppimateriaalissa. Oppikirjoissa on nähtävissä vahva liberalistinen aatesuuntauksen
ote, joka jättää vähemmän tilaa feministiselle ja lähes olemattoman osan konservatiiviselle näkökulmalle.
Tämä tutkielma haluaa nostaa esille peruskoulun seksuaalikasvatuksessa ilmenevää puutetta eri arvomaailmojen ja
näkökulmien käsittelemisessä. Olisi tärkeää, että eri näkökulmien, ideologioiden ja maailmankatsomusten välinen
dialogi voisi toteutua kouluissa. Monikulttuuristuvassa yhteiskunnassamme on yhä suurempi tarve ottaa huomioon
tasapuolisesti eri maailmankatsomuksia myös seksuaalikasvatuksen osalta.
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INTRODUCTION

Can teaching ever be done without one’s values playing a part? My first memories of sex
education are from 5th grade when the school nurse gave a condom to me and said “you
are not in a hurry, but just in case.” The feeling I got from our sex education was that the
nurses wanted to prevent teenage pregnancies at any cost. No further discussion on the
topic was imposed, but can one argue that this type of sex education is perfectly value
free? Actions speak louder than words. Moreover, if the teaching is value driven, whose
values and ethics are we teaching and is it ethically right to not discuss ethical questions
when teaching sex education?
The general discussions over sex education seem to evolve around the assumption that the
main problem with sex education is that it is easily ignored by the teachers because of their
hesitancy to discuss it with students. This may have been the case in Finland and still
seems to be in many other countries. However, my initial assumptions concerning this
topic are based on my own experiences. In my experience in the Finnish school system, I
recall receiving a significant amount of sex education from primary school fifth grade
through ninth grade. Both the school nurse and my classroom teacher gave sex education
lessons. At that time, I believe my school might have been a bit ‘ahead of its time’ on this
subject and my former school nurse is now one of the leading sex educators in Finland.
Although the teaching in our school seemed to be comprehensive, it was mainly factual
and did not contain much discussion about ethical issues concerning sex and its promotion
in our society. In practice this meant no profound discussion on ethical issues related to sex
education.
This apparent lack of discussion and willingness in teaching sex education may be a great
problem for some. However, it is the teachers’ responsibility, not only from an ethical
perspective but also because it is part of the Finnish National Core Curriculum it is
mandatory to teach it in schools. If a teacher does not feel comfortable teaching sex
education to students, then the responsibility should be delegated to someone else to do it
properly. Although, this is not the case in every country, I will start with the assumption
that sex education belongs in the school starting in the primary grades.
The main emphasis in this thesis will be on the ethical and philosophical issues on sex
education with cursory coverage of factual and pedagogical issues. I believe there is a need
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for more ethical discussion in sex education, because traditionally in Finland the focus of
sex education has emphasized on biology instead of ethics (Kettunen, 2010, pp. 24,53).
In this thesis one of the main Finnish resources is the Family Federation of Finland,
Väestöliitto, which has contributed considerable current research on Finnish sex education.
I will refer to the Finnish National Core Curriculum for Basic Education 2004, as the new
curriculum is still on process. Throughout the paper I refer to the Finnish classroom
situation and the Finnish curriculum, yet I include research from various international sex
education journals, for example from the United States and New Zealand. These
international references are included because the ethical discussions concerning sex
education are not as extensive and widespread in Finland as they are in some other
countries. Although the contexts of sex education may be very different from Finland’s,
ethical questions are worldwide. Even though ethical discussions are not as prevalent in the
Finnish sex education context, the ethical questions exist in the ethics of teachers, parents,
students and communities.
This thesis consists of two sections: the theoretical part (chapters 2-5) and the empirical
part (chapter 6-8). In the theoretical part, I will commence by defining sex education. This
is followed by a definition for “an ethical approach to sex education” with the support of
ethical theories. Three different ideological approaches to sex education (liberalism,
conservatism, feminism) are presented. From the perspective of these different ideologies
five different ethical debates are discussed (abortion, contraception, pornography, sexual
abstinence, sexual diversity). The empirical part of this study is a textbook research that
consists of four different health-education textbooks for eight graders that are currently in
use. The research methodology used in the study is a qualitative data driven content
analysis. The research methodology and the data are presented in chapter 7.
The research questions for this study are the following:
•

How do the textbooks used in schools respond to the current ethical debates:
abortion, contraception, pornography, sexual abstinence, and sexual diversity?

•

What is included in these discussions and how are they presented in the textbooks?
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WHAT IS SEX/SEXUAL EDUCATION?
Several different terms are used synonymously in reference to sex education; these include
the terms family planning, contraception use, and sexuality education. Grönroos notes in
her Masters’ Thesis that relative to sexuality education, the concept used reveals the
underlying attitudes and values (Grönroos, 2003, p. 25). In this portion, I will address the
discussion and debate over the nature of sex education, specifically the meaning of sex
education and the motivational and educational intentions.
It is important to initially make the distinction between the words sex education and sexual
education. It can be said that the term ‘sexuality education’ may be seen as a broader
concept than the term ‘sex education’. In my view, the Finnish term ‘seksuaalikasvatus’
implies a better translation for sexuality education than sex education. Grönroos chose to
use the term sexuality education in her work; she felt it better explains the whole spectrum
of sexuality. In her definition the term takes into consideration: attitudes, values, feelings,
cultural, moral issues, and the physical aspects of sexuality (Grönroos, 2003, p. 28). From
this point of view, ‘sexuality education’ would be a better term to use in the classroom than
‘sex education’ since it emphasizes the inclusion of the ethical issues in addition to
anatomical facts.
Similar thoughts are presented in the New Zealand text consulted. According to Sinkinson,
The 1999 Health and Physical E ducation in the New Zealand Curriculum draws a clear
distinction between sex education and sexuality education: sex education typically covers
physical dimensions of sexuality related to reproduction, protection and physical safety;
sexuality education, on the other hand, implies multi-dimensional personal and relational
well-being, and includes socio-ecological and health-promotional approaches to
understanding health and sexuality. (Sinkinson, 2009.)
Despite all this, the term ‘sex education’ is more commonly used in papers on sexual
health in Finland. E ven publications from ‘The Family Federation of Finland’ seem to
translate ‘seksuaalikasvatus’ more often as sex education than sexual education. According
to Kontula, Finland and Denmark have adopted the term ‘sex education’ as an official
term, while Sweden and Norway employ the term sexuality and relationship education
(Kontula, 2010, p. 374). I prefer using the terms sexuality and relationship education, but
for clarity I will choose to use the standardized term ‘sex education’ which is a term more
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commonly used. It is to be noted that throughout the paper sex education is understood as a
broader concept than simply information about sex. In this thesis the terms ‘sex education’
and ‘sexual education’ are both used, often synonymously, depending on which term is
used in the original source.
1.1

What is the Purpose of Sex Education?

The question of the purpose of sex education has already been touched upon. One of the
initial debates over sex education is whether or not sex education should involve only
factual information about sex and the technical information on reproduction, or should
there be a more holistic approach, which includes ethical discussion? I will begin by
examining the different ways of measuring the effectiveness of sex education, because the
method of measuring typically indicates the goals underlying the education.
According to Lamb, an intense discussion in the United States is surrounded by the idea of
measuring the effectiveness of the current sex education programs by scientifically
measurable outcomes, such as the delay of first sex and the reduction of teen pregnancy
and sexually transmitted diseases (Lamb, 2010, p. 82). From this point of view, it could be
interpreted that the purpose of sex education is prevention and therefore debate over sex
education is dominated by scientific rather than ethical arguments. Another indicator of the
effectiveness of sexual education could be the pupils ‘sexual knowledge’. Kontula, a
Research Professor at the Population Research Institute of the Family Federation of
Finland, has formulated questionnaires for youth in Finland concerning sexual knowledge.
The answers to the questionnaire may allow certain conclusions to be drawn from the
sexual knowledge of students. (Kontula, 2010.) This could possibly be a more accurate
way of measuring the effectiveness of sex education; however this approach is limited by
the subjective answers of the students to the questionnaire, compromising validity and this
method should be limited to empirical evaluation.
Restricting sex education to purely factual information ignores the holistic complexity of
sexuality. Sexuality is an intricate concept and has many dimensions. Grönroos bases her
view of sexuality education on the sexuality theory of Greenberg, Bruess and Mullen
(1993). Their theory of sexuality includes not only the biological dimension, but also the
psychological, cultural and ethical dimensions. These different dimensions include various
sub factors, including: ideals, religion, morals, and values. (Grönroos, 2003.) Sillanpää
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defines sex education as “education in which the issues related to sexual health and
sexuality are discussed” (Sillanpää, 2009). It can be argued that sex education can be far
more than only biological and factual information.
Some examples of other aspects of sex education that are not often discussed are sexual
satisfaction/happiness and human relationships/partnerships. Cacciatore, a Medical
Specialist in Child Psychiatry, emphasizes the importance of sexual health as a part of the
well-being of humans, as: ”the capability to enjoy one’s own body, the ability to seek
human contacts and experience pleasure from closeness, the skills necessary to give
pleasure to someone else, and adequate preparation for a partnership and parenting.”
According to Cacciatore, a child needs to acquire a readiness for tenderness, closeness,
communication, and the pursuit of pleasure. (Cacciatore, 2000, p. 246.) Should these
aspects of sexuality be taken into consideration in schools sex education? The 1999 New
Zealand curriculum document for sex education addresses some of these ideas. It describes
sexuality education as a lifelong process that provides students with the knowledge,
understanding, and skills to develop positive attitudes towards sexuality, to take care of
their sexual health, and to enhance their interpersonal relationships, for the present and in
the future. (Sinkinson, 2009.)
I posit that sex and sexuality are far too complex to be taught only from one dimension. In
my view the ideal, most valid and reliable condition for determining the effectiveness of
sex education would be indicators of sexual wellbeing and satisfaction in partnerships
longitudinally. Recently there has been discussion in the public media about research that
indicates a growing number of problems and dissatisfaction in people’s sex lives even
though sex education and sexual freedom is more predominant than ever. For example
recent research by Kontula prompted discussion in Helsingin Sanomat with an article titled
Reluctance in having sex increased in the 2000s (Kontula, Haluttomuus seksiin lisääntynyt
2000-luvulla, 2010). Pentzin has reported similar findings even more recently in her
article: Reluctance for sex is a problem for every tenth man (in Finland) (Pentzin, 2011).
According to Bentley, an author and policy analyst, one of the challenges today is
maintaining relationships; he reports, “There is also significant evidence that young people
are failing their relationships. Marriage is down and divorce is up. Lone parenthood has
also grown placing exacting demands on many inadequately prepared young mothers and
fathers. Among those with the fewest prospects in other areas of life, relationships are
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often unstable, unsatisfying and unproductive. Many young people see little point in
getting married, or if they do, more and more often it ends in separation and failure”.
(Bentley, 1998.)
It should be noted that the reasons for these changes remain unknown, leaving only
speculation. However, in my view this seems to indicate that sexual issues need to be
discussed with wider parameters, because sexuality affects vital aspects of life, such as,
relationships and health. When considering sexuality as a broader concept, it is evident that
ethical discussions are needed. These I will discuss further in chapter three.
1.2

Sex Education in the Finnish School System

The question whether sex education should be taught in schools or not is a highly
controversial topic in numerous countries. For example, this can be seen in the
comparative research on sex education in E urope done by Parker, Wellings, & Lazarus,
2009. Fortunately, the discussion over whether sex education should be a compulsory part
of the school curriculum is nearly nonexistent in Finland. In a comparison between
different E uropean countries it has been stated that the attitudes towards sexuality
education are liberal in Finland. In the aforementioned research it was noted that compared
to other European countries religion does not have as strong an influence on sex education
in Finland, even though the majority of the population belongs to the Evangelical Lutheran
Church. (Parker, Wellings, & Lazarus, 2009.)
Sex education in Finnish schools has a long history. According to Kontula, sex and
relationship education was first officially included in the Finnish school curriculum in
1970, and regulated by the National Board of Education and the Ministry of Social Affairs
and Health. Concurrently, sexual knowledge improved among adolescents and teenage
pregnancies decreased. Experts in the field have given credit for this development in
adolescent sexual health to improved sex education. Since then there was a phase of a
decline in sex education. However, the number of sex education lessons increased again at
the turn of the millennium, credited to a general emphasis on health education in schools
and by specific sexual education programs. (Kontula, 2010, p. 375.)
Traditionally in Finland, sex education has had a strong emphasis on biology, rather than
on ethics (Kettunen, 2010, pp. 24, 53, Kontula, 2010, p. 375). Fortunately, the introduction
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of health education in the Finnish National Core Curriculum for Basic E ducation, 2004,
has (at least in theory) slowly shifted to including more ethical discussion in sex education.
Heath E ducation is integrated in the first through fourth grades as a part of the
environmental-and-natural-studies subject group in the fifth and sixths grades as a part of
biology/geography and physics/chemistry, and in the seventh through ninth grades as
stand-alone subjects.
Yet, fifth and sixth grade biology, in which health education is integrated, emphasizes the
biological aspects and factual aspects of sex education, and some values are mentioned.
The core contents include:
“Learning structure and main vital functions of the human body;
reproduction; physical, psychological and social changes accompanying
puberty, respecting and protecting one’s body; factors that promote and
detract from healthy growth and development; individual variation in sexual
development. Social factors associated with human relations, caring and
emotional control; tolerance; rights and responsibilities of children of the
pupils’ age – The pupils will learn the vital things about human anatomy and
vital functions, respect growth and development as each individual’s personal
process, recognize the identifying characteristics of puberty, and understand
human sexuality”. (Opetushallitus, 2004.)
In the section for seventh to ninth grade biology the core contents for sex education are
listed compactly and are purely factual: “human sexuality and reproduction” objectives are
listed in the same broadness to understand the biological foundation of sexuality” Final
assessment criteria for the grade of 8 lists goals for “pupils will know how to explain the
various manifestations of sexuality, explain in general terms, the formation of gametes,
sexual intercourse, fertilization, the course of pregnancy and birth”. (Opetushallitus, 2004.)
However, Health Education as a stand-alone subject includes also some ethical aspects, as
in the core contents it is stated “sexual health: human relations, sexuality, behavior, and the
related values and norms”. In the Health Education final assessment criteria for a grade of
8 “the pupils will know the basis of sexual health, know the significance and methods of
contraception and be able to ponder and justify responsible sexual behavior.”
(Opetushallitus, 2004.) Integrating sex education into Health Education in Finland is a step
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to the right direction, as in some countries sex education is still more often integrated into
biology (Kontula, 2010, p. 374).
According to Kettunen, the current curriculum gives a framework for teachers to plan a
more extensive unit for teaching sex education, including the psychological, cultural and
ethnical dimensions. However, teachers have an essential role on whether this really works
in practice. (Kettunen, 2010, p. 53.) In addition, the teachers’ role is important in how the
ethical issues are presented and discussed in the classroom. In my view, the curriculum
leaves much room for interpretation for book publishers and to individual teachers; this
may lead to the avoidance of discussing the ethical issues. The existence of values are
briefly mentioned, but not defined; “The instruction (of health education) promotes the
critical consideration of the values associated with health and well-being.” (Opetushallitus,
2004). E ven though, it has been claimed that Finland represents an advanced model of
comprehensive sex education in E urope (Kontula, 2010), there is still much room for
improvement in comprehensive sex education that includes a balance to the multiple
aspects of sexuality.
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2

ETHICAL APPROACH AS BASIS OF SEX EDUCATION

In this thesis, I will limit my research area to the ethical discussion and debates related to
sex education. The National Core Curriculum states in the section of integration and crosscurricular themes, “The pupils will learn to evaluate the ethics of their actions and to
recognize right and wrong.” (Opetushallitus, 2004). Therefore, it is vital to define what is
meant by ethical approach and ethical discussions or debates.
Ethics concern which actions are right or wrong, the kind of life that is considered to be a
‘good life’ as well as the determination of a ‘good person’ (Strike & Soltis, 1985). Ethics
can be also defined as the discipline of good living and is seen as a sense of deep
responsibility for people and their environment. Kilpiä defines ethics as an attitude and a
way of orientating oneself towards life. He claims that ethics is a highly personal and
individual phenomenon. It may be understood as strongly linked to the individual’s self
and how the individual relates to oneself, other people and to life in general (Kilpiä, 2006).
In other words, ethics could also be said to be the relation of the individual to the world.
E thics can basically be summarized in three questions: What is valuable and important?
What are the values people have? What should and should not be accepted? These
questions are closely linked to the discussions of rights, duties, and responsibilities. (see
Räsänen, 1993.) I will consider ethics as the discussion of right and wrong. The questions
that I have listed above will help the reader to understand my perspectives and views on
sex education. Furthermore, I believe these are the core questions that should be presented
and discussed in ethical sex education.
It is important to acknowledge the distinction between ethical claims and factual claims.
According to Strike & Soltis facts tell us something about the world; they describe. Facts
are true when the world is as they describe. Otherwise, they are false. Conversely, ethical
claims seem not to describe in this way and are not necessary true because they do not
describe how the world is, but how the world ought to be. (Strike & Soltis, 1985, pp. 7,8.)
However this does not mean that because moral claims are not facts they cannot be true or
false in the same way as facts (Strike & Soltis, 1985). This point is important to remember
in the comparison of different subjects in school. As mentioned before, sex education is
said to have had a stronger emphasis on biology, rather than on ethics (Kettunen, 2010, pp.
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24, 53, Kontula, 2010, p. 375). In other words, facts, which describe the world, are thought
taught, but not ethics, which prescribe the world.
What is an ethical assumption, if it is not a fact? Some philosophers have concluded from
this that ethical arguments are possible only if we begin with some initial ethical
assumptions (Strike & Soltis, 1985). For example, if we have an assumption that it is
wrong to cause pain to another person, then we can argue that sexual abuse causes pain and
that sexual abuse is wrong. Nevertheless, if someone disagrees with the first assumption,
then the conclusive statement has no value. Therefore, we can coincide with Strikes
argument that all ethical arguments, however, begin with an arbitrary and unproven
assumption (Strike & Soltis, 1985, p. 10).
In other words, we cannot really prove anything in ethics. According to Strike, we can
only deliberate with others about what is right and wrong if we agree with them about our
basic assumptions (Strike & Soltis, 1985, p. 10). For the educator’s point of view,
according to Hoffmann a moral orthodoxy is an impossibility, even though; it would seem
to give the educator greater operational reliability. However, when teaching ethics we need
to cope with the uncertainty of the subject, but that does not necessarily mean that it will
result in moral uncertainty or arbitrary morality (Hoffmann, 1996).
Before we sink into the sea of total skepticism about the complexity and uncertainty of
ethics, it is vital to understand that, in theory, all ethical debates are initially on the same
level, they begin with an unproven assumption of some kind. However, it can be assumed
that the importance and value of ethics is undeniably vital for human beings and their
existence. According to Furrow, most people by the time they become adults can give a
passably coherent account of why morality is important – without it our social lives would
be chaotic and difficult at best (Forrow, 2005).
It is important that different ethical assumptions are discussed.

In order to more

profoundly understand the background of these ethical discussions, the two major types of
ethical

theories

will

be

considered:

the

consequentialist

theories

and

the

nonconsequentialist theories. The consequentialist theories decide the right or wrong
intentions of an action, as it relates to its consequences. The second are the
nonconsequentialist theories, which do not decide the right or wrong of an action in terms
of its consequences but rather on the set rules or virtues that a particular person holds.
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Consequentialists decide the rightness or wrongness of an action in terms of its
consequences and are interested in maximizing the good and producing the most good.
Consequentialists may differ over what is considered good. The most influential form of
consequentialism is hedonism, which defines ‘good’ as pleasure and happiness. A different
view on what is good is in for example the Westminster Catechism “The chief end of man
is to glorify God and to enjoy Him forever.” (Strike & Soltis, 1985). Forrow, an American
Professor of Philosophy, indicates this on consequentialist theories: we should view
morality, not as a collection of rules, but as a set of guidelines that we must apply to the
very complex circumstances of our lives (Forrow, 2005).
A difficulty or weakness with consequentialist theories is that they require us to have
information that typically is difficult or impossible to obtain. We cannot possibly know all
the consequences of our actions. It appears that this type of moral behavior requires an
omniscience that is unavailable to most of us (Strike & Soltis, 1985, p. 16). Another
concern is that the ‘consequence’ may seem morally abhorrent. A distinct example of sex
education being consequentialist is Lamb’s observation: “Science arguments (in sex
education) appear to be consequentialist, positioning the greatest public health for the
greatest number as the greatest good” (Lamb, 2010, p. 84).
The Nonconsequentialist theories express common moral ideas, of which, the most
familiar is the Golden Rule “Do unto others as you would have others do unto you”.
Philosopher Immanuel Kant insisted that there are genuine universal moral rules, which
involve an idea of impartiality. For example, killing is always wrong and there is no
acceptable exception to this universal law. The contradiction to consequentialist theory
comes in the demand for consistency in moral judgments. One should not change their
moral judgment depending on circumstances. According to Kant we must treat people with
respect because they are objects of intrinsic worth. (Strike & Soltis, 1985.) Therefore, it
would be beneficial to determine how generally or specifically we should express the
moral principle that underlies some action (Strike & Soltis, 1985). A problem remains also
on the existence of the universal values.
As an example of these theories applied to sex education, I will use as an example the
statement that: “abstaining from sex until marriage is a good value”. In the light of
consequentialist theories, support to this value could come from the assumption of
premarital sex having the negative consequences of STDs, teenage pregnancies or
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decreases the quality of committed partnership. However, if these assumptions are proven
invalid and the greatest amount of pleasure and happiness is in pursuit of premarital sex,
then the value statement is not valid in the consequentialist view, because the best
consequences of action are not the determination of the value. On the other hand the value
statement can be based on nonconsequentialist assumptions, the “value of abstaining from
premarital sex” as being a virtue/ universal rule of conduct. These virtues can be adopted
from strong cultural or religious views on values or God.
When considering ethics, we consider morals as well. E thics and morals are used often
synonymously and they are difficult to separate from each other. Many times the word
“moral” seems to have a more negative connotation than the word ethics. Harva has
defined ethics as the theory and investigation of morality and moral as the concrete action;
making the right decisions and acting upon them in everyday life (Harva, 1980 in Räsänen,
1993). Although, this definition seems rather simple and clear, it still may cause difficulties
for the reader when making a distinction between the theory and practice. I will choose to
use the term ‘ethics’ in the coming chapters, because my focus in this research is to
investigate the theories of morality in sex education.
Values and norms are an important part of ethics as well. Araksinen and Kuusela define
values as operating on a higher level than norms. Values are the foundation influencing
norms. Norms have direct impact on people’s behavior and they give a more concrete
instruction. Values are important in forming a person’s view of life. (Airaksinen, Kuusela,
1989 in Räsänen, 1993.) Recognizing abstract terms, as these, can be problematic.
Sometimes values are confused with preferences. According to Strike it is also important to
distinguish ethical claims from appraisals or preferences (Strike & Soltis, 1985).
Teaching about ethics is more complicated than teaching how to read and write. According
to Hoffmann, education is always a moral action. The already existing or new norms and
values are always included, whether the educator acknowledges it or not (Hoffmann,
1996). In other words we are teaching ethics in some form whether we want it or not. It is
important to acknowledge this. There is a call for greater emphasis on the ethical dialogue
and discussion in teaching sex education in schools. The changes in current society, such
as sexual liberation and freedom, increase the demand for more discussion on these topics.
According to Hoffmann, the more freedom an individual has in one’s actions, the greater
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the moral demands. (Hoffmann, 1996). The school systems need to address these moral
demands.
As noted before, much depends on the school and the individual teacher whether ethical
discussion are neglected or included in sex education in schools. Some progress has been
made in teaching ethical sex education by integrating sex education into health education;
this “promotes the critical consideration of the values associated with health and wellbeing” (Opetushallitus, 2004). Namely, ethics ought to be discussed according to the
Finnish National Core Curriculum. Nevertheless, the more profoundly important question
in my opinion is; whose ethics and values are we teaching, are we aware of our own
worldview, or is it based on certain ideology or a constant discussion between different
ideologies and worldviews? In the next chapter I shall present some of the ideologies,
which I believe, have significant impact on the sex education debates.
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3

DIFFERENT

IDEOLOGICAL

APPROACHES

TO

SEX

EDUCATION
In this part I will develop on the three main ideologies in ethical thinking, liberal,
conservative and feminism. In various cases, the debates on sex education seem to be a
debate or even a battle between the conservative and liberal advocates. (Parker, Wellings,
& Lazarus, 2009; Lamb, 2010; Clark, 2001). It is important to note that when examining
these conflicting views, there is the danger of generalizing, which can in turn misrepresent
reality. This ideological division to conservatives and liberals seems quite common when
considering debates on sex education. Even though the terms ‘conservative’ and ‘liberal’
may hold different meanings in different countries and contexts, some general outlines can
be found. Feminism does not belong to this ‘classical division’, however, it is one of the
prevailing ideologies that has managed to significantly influence modern western thinkingand sex education.
When examining ideologies it is good to remember that all ideologies offer an account of
the existing order, a world view; provide a model of a desired future, a vision of a Good
Society; and outline how political change can and should be brought about (Heywood,
2007). I want to stress the importance of understanding the background of these different
ideologies. This knowledge allows one to gain a better understanding of the different views
in the sex education debates.
3.1

Liberalism

Liberalism has been said to be the ideology of the industrialized west. It is a broad concept
and sometimes portrayed as a meta-ideology that is capable of embracing a broad range of
revival values and beliefs (Heywood, 2007). However, some general elements of the
ideology exist, which are reasonable to discuss here as the basis of the views of the liberal
advocates in sex education debates stem from the principles of Liberalism.
Heywood, a political theorist, lists some central elements for liberalism: individualism,
freedom, reason, equality, tolerance, consent, and constitutionalism (Heywood, 2007, p.
45). Freedom is unarguably the core value within the liberal tradition; it is given priority
over equality, justice or authority. Liberalism contains the ideal that individuals should
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enjoy the maximum possible liberty consistent with a like liberty for all. (Heywood, 2007,
p. 46.)
In the liberal view, individual freedom is beneficial for the whole community, since both
the individual and the community are helped by allowing the individuals to pursue their
own interests (Taylor, 2007, p. 15). This argument stems from the belief that the world has
a rational structure, and that this can be uncovered through the exercise of human reason
and critical inquiry. For this reason, liberals have faith in the ability of individuals to make
wise judgments on their own behalf; in most cases the individual is the best judge of one´s
own interest. (Heywood, 2007, p. 46.)
In liberalism, human beings are seen as individuals. The liberal goal is to construct a
society within which individuals can flourish and develop, each pursuing ‘the good’ as he
or she defines it, to the best of his or her abilities. According to Heywood, this has
contributed to the view that liberalism is morally neutral in the sense that it lays down a
‘set of rules’ that allow individuals to make their own moral decisions (Heywood, 2007).
However, the moral neutrality of any ideology can be questioned.
On one hand liberalism can be seen as morally neural, but on the other hand it can have
forms that have strong views on morals. According to Taylor, from a liberal perspective,
religion, custom and deference are potentially dangerous to the mind of the individual,
because they represent forms of oppression. Oppression is seen as a negative force, which
hinders the freedom of an individual. Liberalism calls upon to find our own way through
life, to develop our own ideas and not to rely too heavily upon the received wisdom of
previous generations. (Taylor, 2007, p. 15.)
One of the most influential theorists of the liberal view of freedom was John Stuart Mill.
He was an advocate of negative liberty in which liberty is equated with the absence (rather
than the possession) of something. According to Mill the adult individual should have
sovereignty over his or her own mind and body. He believed that in order for us to be free
we need liberty of conscience, thought and feeling, liberty of lifestyle and the freedom to
unite with others. (Taylor, 2007.)
The ideals of liberalism seem to apply consequentialist theories. One can do anything one
pleases, as long as its consequences are not harmful to others. In this way of thinking, there
should be no authoritarian rules, to determine right and wrong, but the individual must
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determine what is best for himself/herself. In sex education contexts, in theory, this would
mean that no guidelines regarding sexual behavior or, for example, use of contraception
should be presented at all, instead freedom of choice should be left for the individual.
3.2

Conservatism

Conservatism is a broad concept and the term is often misused. It is important to note that I
will not only consider political conservatism, but will also approach conservatism as an
ideology with a more philosophical perspective. Traditionally, religious groups are known
for being labeled as conservative. However, we must be careful not to generalizing
everything and everyone. In this paper, conservative may refer mainly to a large number of
different religious groups and traditional groups, such as traditional Christianity,
Orthodoxy, Catholicism and Islam. It is inaccurate to label conservatism synonymously
with religious thinking. There are conservatives who are not religious and people who
practice a religion who are not conservative.
According to Heywood, the central elements in political conservatism are tradition,
pragmatism, human imperfection, hierarchy, authority, and property. Tradition can be said
to be the central theme of conservative thought, ‘the desire to conserve’. In the
conservative view, tradition is seen as a positive force, which promotes stability and
security, giving individuals a sense of social and historical belonging (Heywood, 2007).
This differs from the liberal thinking where traditions and customs are seen often as
negative oppression, which hinders individual freedom. Contrary to liberalism,
conservative social values give considerably higher priority to social order than to
individual freedom, (Taylor, 2007); whereas in liberalism, individual freedom is the core
value. Conservatism can be often seen as the opposite of liberalism, as there are several
core elements in conservative and liberal ideologies that seem to contrast with one another.
According to Taylor, conservatives tend to believe that human nature is flawed and that
society will forever remain imperfect (Taylor, 2007). Additionally, in the conservative
view human beings are seen as limited, dependent, and security-seeking, drawn to the
familiar and needing to live in stable and orderly communities (Heywood, 2007). For
conservatives, people live in a selfish and corrupt society because humans are intrinsically
that way. Furthermore, conservatives claim that liberals have too much faith in humanity
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and they fail to understand the benefits of maintaining hierarchical relations in society
(Taylor, 2007).
Taylor notes that in politics whereas some liberals have put forward reasonably radical
proposals, conservatives talk about the importance of preserving what we have and
protecting our cherished traditions from unfamiliar and untried political schemes (Taylor,
2007). Many times a similar scenario can be seen between conservatives and liberals when
discussing the debates on sex education. However, it is important to note that the
discussion is not only about one side wanting to preserve the tradition and the other side
wanting to make new ‘progress’, but when considering the ethical discussion of sex
education, the questions are of right and wrong. We need to take into account the different
ways of perceiving the world and humans in order to understand the ethical discussions
and perhaps how and why different counterparts view the moral rightness and wrongness
of matters differently
Even though conservatism in itself is not religious, many times the correlation to religious
groups is evident. One could say that to a degree the correlation has resulted from similar
worldviews and acceptance of the imperfection of human nature. Often, the concepts of
communal values or God are given a higher importance than individual freedom. In
Finland conservative views could be seen to be represented, depending on the issue,
mainly by traditional, religious groups, churches or conservative political parties.
According to Clark, in New Zealand the discussion over the role of sex education in
primary schools has been a political, moral and religious struggle between the liberals and
conservatives. Traditionally conservatives promoted the ideal of sex education given in
homes by parents and the teachers’ role of providing the parents with adequate information
on the subject if needed, whereas, the liberals promoted compulsory sex education in
schools. The end result was a compromise of the two. (Clark, 2001.)
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3.3

Feminism

It can be said that feminism is more ‘a radical critic’ on traditional ideologies than an
ideology itself. The Feminist input in ethical discussion is not as apparent as the
conservative and liberal. As in all the other ideologies, feminism has many approaches.
However, according to Taylor, common to most feminists is the belief that the economic,
social and political dominance of men must be dismantled. Whereas conservatives consider
the existence of natural inequalities, feminist argue that power structures are determined by
minority groups seeking to further their own interest. Feminists often speak about ‘human
potential’ rather than ‘human nature. Feminists believe that the subordination of women is
not a natural state of affairs but one created by men. (Taylor, 2007, p. 121.)
According to Taylor, Feminists examine the roots of the oppression of women and attempt
to suggest ways in which women can liberate themselves from the constraints of
patriarchal (male dominated) society. They understand that women are discriminated
against because of their gender and that women have specific needs which require
fundamental economic, social, and political change. The most radical feminist see the
institution of marriage and the burdens of motherhood negatively and as hindrances for the
sexual liberation for women. (Taylor, 2007, pp. 118-122.)
In her research, Lamb concludes several critiques from feminist views towards the
prevailing sexuality education programs in the United States. The main critique is that
sexuality education has been too risk-focused, thus making sexuality always problematic
and dangerous and necessitating crisis management. This risk model is argued to have
disproportionate effects on girls and women, to see girls at greater risk, and to place greater
responsibility on girls for birth control. Feminist theorists also describe these risk-focused
curricula as picturing girls as potential victims of sexual harassment and of boys’
uncontrollable sexuality. Feminists also criticize the way biological aspects of sex are
taught in sex education, pointing out that the discourse on puberty for girls has centered on
menstruation, evoking pregnancy and problems, while for boys the focus is on erections
and ejaculations, evoking pleasure. The Feminist voices call for more teaching of the
pleasure of sex; they see problems with regard to silence around pleasure and desire in
sexuality education. (Lamb, 2010.)
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4

SOME OF THE MOST CENTRAL ETHICAL DEBATES IN SEX
EDUCATION

In this portion, I will include some concrete examples of the current ethical debates. This is
not a comprehensive account of all the different debates on sex education. However, these
are just some of the examples of topics, which are easily ignored when teaching sex
education. Some are more often discussed about in public discussions, such as abortion,
and others are barely mentioned in ethical discussions. Common to all these topics are that
they are ethical discussions, they are not true or false in the way facts are and cannot be
taught in the same way factual information is taught. E ach of these topics is a highly
controversial subject and heavily debated. Instead of presenting any ‘right answers’, I shall
try to discuss these topics from a liberal, conservative and feminist viewpoint.
4.1

Abortion

Abortion is a highly controversial matter, which raises much ethical discussions and
debates. In Finland, abortion has been legal in its current form since the 1970s, but the
ethical discussions of abortion still remain. According to a survey made by The Population
Research Institute in Finland, teachers found talking about abortion in schools
‘problematic’. Some teachers acknowledged that students’ religious background may
preclude abortion discussions and that some students may have already experienced
abortion, or some had a fear of being pregnant. (Kontula & Meriläinen, 2007, p. 56.) The
abortion debate worldwide has given rise to significant disagreement and contradiction.
Liberals see abortion as an individual right and freedom for personal choice and family
planning. According to Kauranen the Finnish law supports this view (Kauranen, 2011).
The International Planned Parenthood Federation has declared the so-called sexual rights
in 2008. These include the following statements about family planning and abortion and
the women’s right to choose.
“All persons have the right to choose whether or not to marry, whether or not
to found and plan a family, when to have children and to decide the number
and spacing of their children freely and responsibly, within an environment in
which laws and policies recognize the diversity of family forms as including
those not defined by descent or marriage. – All women have the right to
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information, education and services necessary for the protection of
reproductive health, safe motherhood and safe abortion, which are accessible,
affordable, acceptable and convenient to all users.” (International Planned
Parenthood Federation, 2008)
It is hard to make the distinction between the feminist and the liberal views as they seem to
overlap. However, the radical feminist view has taken a strong stance on this issue of
abortion; the feminist movements have had an important role in the legalization of abortion
(Tuana, 2010).
Feminist, Thomson (1971) stressed the importance of bodily integrity and self-ownership
over the fetuses the right to life. She argues also that if we accept these premises we can
only allow fetuses to use women's bodies with women's consent. Thomson also appeals on
gender equality in her arguments; she poses the question of why are women compelled to
donate use of their bodies to others even in cases of extreme needs when the men do not
have to (Thomson in Satz, 2010). Kauranen presents a similar thought, when she compares
the case of abortion to murder, whereas in an urgent need for a bone marrow transplant, the
relatives are not accused of murder or pressured to deliver bone marrow of their own
(Kauranen, 2011, p. 34). Kauranen also approaches the question of gender equality. She
claims, opposite to the traditional way of thinking, a woman does not have to become a
mother if she does not want to, since men are not generally pressured to fatherhood either
(Kauranen, 2011, p. 32).
According to Satz not all feminists are as radical as Thomson. Some feminists reject the
perspective of thinking of fetus and mother as distinct persons and emphasize their
intertwined relationship. Others worry that the perspective of abortion as a right having to
do with ownership and control of one's body would make it difficult to question abortions
performed on grounds of sex selection, this is a case in some countries where having girls
is disfavored; or abortions sought on trivial grounds like the timing of a vacation. (Satz,
2010.)
Conservative voices in Finland, such as the Human Rights Organization Pro Life Finland,
call for stricter abortion laws in Finland. The organization claims that statistics indicate
that most of the abortions (approximately 88%) in Finland are done for social reason and
only a small percentage for medical or ethical reasons. The organization sates that their
mission is to fight for the rights of unborn children. Their goals are to work peacefully but
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truthfully to end the practice of killing of unborn children; that practice is abortion.
(E beling, 2011.) A similar NGO in Finland is called ‘Oikeus E lämään’, their primary
mission is to protect life and they believe that every life has the right to be born (Oikeus
Elämään).
In order to see abortion as murder, one must assume that the fetus is a person. Here we
come to the main difference in the conservative and liberal/feminist views, whether or not
the fetus is seen as a person. Another relevant question is whether a fetus has the same
rights as a person. If fetuses are not persons, they do not have the same rights as persons
and, in this point of view, the arguments of the denying rights to a fetus are not valid (Satz,
2010).
Oikeus elämään, as an organization, defines life to begin right after the fertilization when
new unique DNA is created, after this the zygote is not seen as a part of the mother’s body
but as the unique beginning of a new life (Oikeus Elämään). However, some liberals argue
against this by claiming that the ‘uniqueness’ is not a value in itself, because each newborn cow is unique, but still does not have the same rights as a person (Häyry, 1997).
Many conservative and religious groups have strict arguments against abortion. Most main
religions see abortion as murder, Islam, Judeo-Christian religions, etc. However, attitudes
vary slightly, some see that abortion is always a murder (Jehovah’s Witnesses), since it is
seen as destroying a living organism, living person. Furthermore, some other religious
groups do make compromises when abortion contains difficult ethical dilemmas as when
the mother’s life is endangered. (Brusila, 2008.) Many religions have also the support of
religious texts to uphold their view of the beginning life. The Christian viewpoint of the
beginning of life arises from the Bible, Psalm 139:16, “You saw me before I was born.
E very day of my life was recorded in your book. E very moment was laid out before a
single day had passed.” (The Holy Bible).
Philosopher Martens sees that the main question about abortion should not be moralistic
condemnation on each side where the abortion advocates see the others as fanatics and the
abortion opponents see the abortion advocates as cold hearted murderers. Instead Martens
believes that both sides evolve from the same ethical assumption that human life should be
protected. One side wants to protect the unborn human life and the other wants to protect
the already existing human life. However, the question how to find a balance of these two
forms of life in a conflict situation still remains. (Martens, 1996.)
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Conservatives claim that abortion hurts women. It may cause special mental problems,
feeling of guilt that can cause depression and serious long-lasting personality disorders
(Oikeus E lämään). On one hand these claims have support from papers, which report
higher rates of depression, anxiety, suicide, substance abuse and psychiatric admissions
among women who have had abortions. But on the other hand, the liberal advocates claim
that literature reports that ‘relief’ is the most common experience for women after an
abortion. It remains a matter of debate whether or not women are harmed psychologically
by abortion. (Weitz, Moore, Gordon, & Adler, 2008).
4.2

Contraception

One of the biggest debates in New Zealand and the United States has been whether or not
to teach about contraception in schools (Lamb, 2010; Clark, 2001). It may seem that any
discussion about the ethics of contraception is irrelevant because in the Finnish core
curriculum it is stated that by the end of 8th grade the student needs “to know about
different pregnancy prevention methods and their function” in health education
(Opetushallitus, 2004).
Even though the discussion is not of the same scale as in the Unites States at the school
curriculum level, the same questions about contraception do still exist. Some of the most
distinguishable conservative groups who oppose contraception in Finland are the
Conservative Laestadianism (which is a Lutheran revival movement and the largest branch
of Laestadianism), Catholics, and some other conservative minor religious groups. Some
conservative groups who do not oppose contraception in general, see an ethical dilemma
with abortion and do not use emergency contraception because it is seen to work
technically in a similar way to abortion (Brusila, 2008).
Traditionally the Catholic Church and the Pope have maintained strong opposition to
contraception worldwide. The Roman Catholic Church rejects the use of condoms as part
of its overall teaching against artificial contraception. The previous Pope, Pope John Paul
II, often said that sexual abstinence – not condoms – is the best way to prevent the spread
of the disease (STDs, AIDS). However, not all within the church agree with the pope. This
issue has divided even clergy. The Pope has also been accused of caring more of the
religious dogma than the lives of people, for example people under the threat of HIV.
(Simpson, 2009.)
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In Finland, the issue of not using contraception in the Conservative Laestadian religion
aroused public discussion some years ago after a human rights union filed a complaint.
Conservative Laestadians do not practice contraception as a matter of conscience as it is
seen being against God’s will (Omat polut, 2009). Conservative Laestadians and Catholics
share the same view that children are a gift of God and their birth should not be prevented.
This is not seen as a parental right. Some Catholic bishops have seen contraception as
being against human dignity in transforming a beautiful act of love into a selfish and
irresponsible seeking of pleasure (Brusila, 2008).
In the liberal view, condom has become a symbol of freedom and – along with
contraception – female emancipation, so those who question condom orthodoxy are
accused of being against these causes. Condom distribution can be seen as a highly
positive phenomenon; however, some researchers in the field have also acknowledged the
possible danger of ‘risk compensation’ (which may appear in particular in some third
world countries). That is, when people think they're being safe by using condoms at least
some of the time, they actually engage in riskier sex. (Green, 2009.)
4.3

Pornography

The debate on pornography, or porn, is not often addressed. Defining what comprises porn
is a controversial issue; as well as, the distinctive between soft porn, art, nudity, hard porn
and violent porn. E ven though pornographic content and distribution remains somewhat
restricted by law, the modern age of media and internet access has made pornographic
material more available than ever. According to Nikunen et al., ‘pornographisation’ in our
culture has several dimensions: the growth of the porn industry, hard porn coming to the
general public culture and the general ‘pornographisation’ of the culture (Nikunen,
Paasonen, & Saarenmaa, 2005).

Aino Sillanpää discusses in her master’s thesis the

‘pornographisation’ of culture, which in her view is impacted by the effects of
globalization. She also states that basically, porn is visible all around in the public sphere
(Sillanpää, 2009).
According to Kontula, in a survey made by The Population Research Institute in Finland
teachers found it difficult talking about porn if some students seemed to already have
experienced pornography (Kontula & Meriläinen, 2007, p. 58). Recently, The Mannerheim
League for Child Welfare and the Family Federation of Finland has reported of a growing
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anxiety within children who have been exposed to pornographic material in a too early a
stage. This is mostly caused by the easy accessibility to porn by the arrival of smartphones.
(Yle Uutiset, 2013.) The growth of pornography is definitely evident in our culture; this
increases the need for talking about porn, within the ethical aspects of sex education, more
important than ever before
The central issue in this matter seems to be how society and education relate to
pornography. Throughout history a substantial amount of pornographic material has been
forbidden, restricted, or at least labeled indecent or immoral. However, the general
attitudes towards porn are surprisingly permissive. According to a survey done by the
Population Research Institute in Finland, the young and middle aged responded were likely
to find pornography very exciting, at the rate of approximately 90 percent among the men
and nearly 60 percent of the women. In general, pornography is not seen as a moral issue
in Finland. On an emotional level, however, the sexual feelings that arise from the use of
pornographic materials can sometimes also be associated with feelings of shame and even
distaste. (Kontula, 2009.)
According to studies, opposition to pornography is correlated generally with conservative
attitudes, whereas accepting it is typically associated with liberal attitudes (Kontula, 2009).
This is not surprising. The attitudes towards pornography seem to represent opposites;
pornography is seen either positively releasing or addictively captivating. However,
according to Kontula, in pornography, people focus on such different issues and
perspectives that it is difficult for them to understand others who view the issue differently
(Kontula, 2009).
Conceptions of pornography are often seen as very personal. Liberal views on pornography
are presented in a more positive light as a source of pleasure and aid. Pornography is seen
as a contributing factor related to sexually stimulating materials and also may be
considered as an aid for partner’s arousal as well as in masturbation.

In addition,

pornography is often used as a stimulus in sex therapy for couples attempting to discover
new sources of sexual arousal or pleasure. (Kontula, 2009.) The liberal mindset advocates
individual choice to view, or not to view porn as long as it is not harmful or limiting to the
freedom of others. This claim excludes violent porn, which is, typically illegal as well as
pedophilia, child porn, and sex with animals; all are criminal offenses in Finland.
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Conservatives see any kind of porn as a devastative factor for sexuality. Even though the
studies show a growing acceptance toward porn in Finland, recently, some Christian
conservatives have taken a stance on the issue. The Finnish “Koukussa Pornoon” web site
was founded for discussion and responsibility on porn related issues. A similar faith based
anti porn web page is an American Xxxchurch.com, which aims at helping people with
porn addiction and people in porn industry. A recently published Pentecostal Christian
conservative sex education pamphlet states that porn is only a cheap and sick counterfeit of
sexuality. Porn is seen as destructive, since the porn industry does not respect values as
trust, respect, love, commitment or the intimacy of sex. These are the values and conditions
seen in Christian values for healthy and satisfying sexual relations (Viitanen, 2011).
Pornography is reputed to be destructive to the mind and can be addictive to the point
where it is dominating a person’s life. These addictions are rarely addressed. Porn is also
considered to be responsible for distorting the image of a person relative to sexuality. One
of the complaints against porn is that very often women are portrayed as objects rather than
people. According to Xxxchurch the distorted images of sexuality caused by porn may
have a devastating effect on an actual relationship. Fantasy relationships are easier to attain
than real ones, where one needs to genuinely consider the other person. In the conservative
view, porn hurts the object of the porn, the viewer, and the partner of the viewer.
(Xxxchurch; Viitanen, 2011.)
The issue of pornography has divided feminists into two groups (at least). Radical antiporn feminists align with conservatives against porn and campaigning against it. The
radical feminist arguments are based on the assumption that pornography leads directly to
violence against women, especially rape. Thus, every woman is a victim because every
woman is in danger. They state that pornography is gender violence that violates the civil
rights of women. However, the more permissible feminist wing does not necessarily see a
connection between porn and violence and porn industry is seen as acceptable when it
happens of the free will of the women (or men) and not under coercion. These feminists
claim that “morality” should not be a hindrance to sexual pleasure. (McE lroy, 1997.)
Common concerns with liberals, feminists, and conservatives are violence and hurt. The
difference is what they define as harmful, dishonoring and violent, and at what stage.
4.4

Sexual Abstinence
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Sexual abstinence, or only abstinence, has become synonymous with choosing not to have
sex before marriage. This term is rarely heard or spoken in the Finnish sex education
discussions. According to a survey of sex education in Finland, teachers ranked sexual
abstinence as the lowest objective in educational objectives of sex education; it was not
seen as an important topic to teach. More than one-half of the teachers had ranked sexual
abstinence last (rank 14) on the list in contrast to what might well be found in some other
countries. (Kontula, 2010, p. 380.)
Unlike in Finland, the discussion over abstinence has taken an entirely different emphasis
in many other countries. A prime example is abstinence education in the United States,
where an intense nationwide debate exists over the question, “should sex education in
schools follow the Comprehensive Sexuality E ducation (CSE ) curriculum or the
Abstinence Only Until Marriage (AOUM) curriculum?” (Lamb, 2010). In the United
States there are numerous health and abstinence organizations and programs, some faithbased and some not, which promote the idea of abstinence. One of the most famous
abstinence programs is a faith-based movement, True Love Waits, which challenges
teenagers and college students to make a commitment, with a pledge, to sexual abstinence
until marriage (True Love Waits).
Similar conservative voices in Finland support True Love Waits with a program called
“Tosi Rakkaus Odottaa” Their mission is promoting sexual abstinence until marriage. This
movement was launched and supported by a wide range of Finnish Christian churches and
organizations, which united on this issue. According to Salomäki the Tosi Rakkaus
Odottaa-movement is a call for a return to the traditional sexual ethics in contemporary
society. (Salomäki, 2008.) Common to these conservative movements for abstinence is that
sex is seen only to belong to a committed, safe relationship in marriage. Some abstinence
advocates in the United States promote abstinence as the only contraception that prevents
100% pregnancy and sexually transmitted infections. It is listed as an option for a birth
control method. (Planned Parenthood, 2011.)
However, the more ethical arguments on whether it is right to have sex before marriage or
not drives from deeper ethical believes and values. “Tosi Rakkaus Odottaa”-Campaign
criticizes the modern culture of presenting sex as a purely physical act and at the same time
neglecting the aspects of feelings and emotions. The slogan, which became famous from
the True Love Waits movement, “A condom does not protect the heart” contains the
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message that increased focus should be put on the emotional side of sexual intercourse.
Furthermore, the idea of valuing sexual purity is a prominent component. Sexual
abstinence is believed to have a positive influence on oneself and others; by restraining the
physical sexuality in a relationship, other qualities in a strong relationship can be
developed before the life-long commitment in marriage. Additionally, many religions,
including Judeo-Christian and Islamic, believe sex outside of marriage is inconsistent with
God’s will. (Salomäki, 2008.)
Liberal views, which are unarguably the more dominant way of thinking in our culture, see
a no need to restrict sexuality to the institution of marriage. Many liberals argue that when
talking about sex education it is no realistic to tell student to use abstinence as a
contraceptive. The general advice in the sex education materials for youth is to not have
sex before one is ready for it and before both partners want to have sex (KorteniemiPokela, Cacciatore, 2010). So the questions is not whether or not it is right to have premarital sex, but whether it is right or wrong to have sex before you feel you are ready for
it. However, there are different views on determining the right time, partner and conditions
for sex. It is up to the individual when and how to fulfill the sexual needs, as long as no
other person is hurt. Some conservatives argue that premarital, uncommitted sex always
causes, even if unconsciously, emotional hurt. The result, is a conclusion of the same
premise with which the debate began; in the liberal view the individual knows best in
determining when the right time to have sex is and conservatives believe that social order
and values (such as marriage) provide the best framework for that determination.
4.5

Sexual Diversity

Sexual diversity, meaning sexual minorities as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender (LGBT),
has engendered a significant debate among conservatives and liberals in recent public
discussion. A wide range of feelings and emotions including prejudices, anxiety, and fears
has dominated the discussions. However, in order to better understand the nature of this
discussion, one must move past emotions and consider the predominant world-view and
the differences in personal ideologies underpinning the arguments and debates. We find
that even the definition of homosexuality is not clearly or commonly agreed upon or
understood.
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Whether or not someone is born LGBT is much debated in the public discussion. Strong
beliefs exist regarding LGBT identity as a factor of birth and not choice. Liberals see
sexuality as a matter of individual right and identity and promote accepting difference and
variety. According to SE TA, a national LGBTI rights non-governmental organization in
Finland, gender has more aspects than only the traditional division to men and women.
Gender identity is the experience that one has of his/her self; this is indicated by gender
expression to the environment. Sexual orientation indicates the gender to which a person is
attracted to with feelings of sexual desire or love. In this connection, the gender does not
matter. (SE TA, 2011.) Liberals support individual freedom of choice as the primary
decision-making factor and individual experience as the best indicator for sexual
orientation. Feminists align with liberals on this issue. The feminist position originates
from the belief that femininity and masculinity are socially constructed and that the
difference between male and female (hetero) sexuality are products of culture rather than
nature (Jackson & Scott, 1996). For this reason they stress the importance of every
individual having the right to choose their own gender identity.
The scientific arguments on sexual diversity are not unambiguous. Sérgio Solimeo, a
zoologist, strongly criticizes the scientific justification of the so-called natural occurrence
of sexual diversity by stating in his research paper “the homosexual movement's attempt to
establish that homosexuality is in accordance with human nature, by proving its animal
homosexuality theory, is based more on mythological beliefs and erroneous philosophical
tenets than on science.” (Sérgio Solimeo, 2004.)
In the conservative view, most monotheistic religions (Judeo-Christian and Islam) support
the traditional view on sexuality. Other sexual orientations are seen as unnatural and as a
distortion of sexuality (Brusila, 2008). A Finnish conservative Christian organization,
Elävät Vedet ry seeks to support individuals with sexuality issues, and believes that God
has created men and women in His image and belong in heterosexual relationships. After
the fall into sin, the ‘perfection’ of that image was altered and the relationship between
men and women was damaged. From this, people became subject to dysfunctional and
distorted relationships: homosexuality is seen as a result of this. However, according to
E lävät vedet this condition or orientation can be healed and changed. (E lävät Vedet ry,
2011.)
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This view is based on the assumption that there is a God and His will is superior to
individual’s desires. This illustrates the prevailing statement that conservative social values
place considerably higher priority to social order rather than individual freedom (Taylor,
2007). The conservative view of a person is that of an imperfect human. Unlike liberalism,
individual experiences are not believed to be indicators for sexual orientation, but the basis
is fundamental values of right and wrong. However, if one does not believe in God, this
kind of reasoning is flawed and invalid.
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5

TEXTBOOK RESEARCH

5.1

The Significance of Textbooks in Finnish schools

Textbooks have always played a significant part in the Finnish education system.
According to Karvonen, textbooks have a self-evident role in the Finnish schools to an
extent that schools, which do not use textbooks in regular teaching, are considered an
exception (Karvonen, 1995). It has been even claimed that the textbooks have a greater
influence in teaching than the actual curriculum (Aalto & Taalas, 2011). Finnish textbooks
are not controlled nor checked by the board of education or any other censorship. The
censorial practice was banished in 1992 and the power to decide which material to use in
the schools was transferred to the local regions and schools. Therefore, it is the teacher’s
responsibility to verify if the educational material and the textbooks follow the current
National Core Curriculum. (Laaksola, 2007.)
However, even though the current system provides much freedom to the individual schools
and to teachers, the practice of no oversight has been criticized. According to the survey
done by the Finnish Teacher Magazine, 60 percent of the teachers would like to return the
oversight practice, because of the significant number of factual errors that appear in
textbooks. (Laaksola, 2007.)
Another criticism is the power publishers wield on the content of textbooks. Publishing
textbooks is claimed to have become a business in which the responsibility of developing
the school has been forgotten. The free market and the pursuit of profit may pressure
publishers into developing textbooks in which the teaching content may be compromised.
(Aalto & Taalas, 2011.)
Textbooks differ from scientific books and other literature in the purposeful design for
teaching and learning. The writing style in textbooks is genre specific and deliberate.
According to Karvonen, the factual information tends to be presented in an indisputable
manner, with a one-sided view, simplified and summarized to hide the layers of different
opinions that underlie the information. The content of the textbooks is seldom objective.
What is presented in the textbooks is the result of choices and preferences. These choices
are influenced by the society and the prevailing worldview. (Karvonen, 1995, pp. 210213.)
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The impact of textbooks in Finnish schools is significant and yet there is no official
oversight on the content of the textbooks. Therefore, closer examination of the contents,
through research, may be beneficial for teachers who use textbooks as an important part of
their teaching and are ultimately responsible of adhering to the regulations of the law and
teaching the content of the national core curriculum. In the next section I will present the
research material.
5.2

Presentation of the Material

My research material consists of four different health education textbooks used in Finland
for 7-9th graders:
•
•
•
•

Vire Terveystieto 7-9, Kustannusyhtiö Otava, (Immonen, Laaksonen, Pohjanlahti,
& Sihvola, 2008)
Terveystiedon Syke 7-9, Edita Prima Oy, (Lehtinen, Lehtinen, Lukkari, & Soisalo,
2006)
Dynamo terveystietoa luokille 7-8, Tammi, (Orkovaara, et al., 2004)
Terveydeksi 2, Kunnon valinnat, WSOY, (Reinikkala, Ryhänen, Penttilä, Pesonen,
& Vertio, 2003)

All of the books are currently in use in the Finnish schools and are produced by different
publishers. However, these publishers are significant in the sense that they are the four
dominant publishing companies in Finland (Jurvansuu & Mustonen). Accordingly, they
have the greatest marketing capacity in the textbook market and can effectively influence
schools. Currently, there are no actual data available indicating levels of use or preferences
in textbook choice. It is difficult to determine the demand for these texts, but the
probability of these books being selected for teaching is high due to the publishers’
influence and market share.
In the process of selecting research material, I examined a broad range of sex education
materials for schools. This included textbooks for subjects where sex education is
integrated according to the National Core Curriculum, i.e. biology and health education. In
addition, I familiarized myself with additional sex educational material available to
schools. There are a large number of sources providing sex education material for schools.
These include public sectors such as the Family Federation of Finland and the Finnish
National Board of E ducation and private sectors and associations, such as Libresse and
RFSU. Many of these organizations distribute free material to schools and it is the choice
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of an individual teacher to use the material or not. However, I decided to leave these
materials out from my research data. It would be impossible without further research to
determine the real significance of these materials in schools.
The final decision to choose health education textbooks for 7th-9th graders for the research
data was based on the suitability of sources and the data for examining the research
questions (chapter1). The main focus of this research is the construct of ethical discussion.
Thus, I chose to omit sex education material that is integrated into biology; this
information tends to be mainly factual and focuses only on the biological aspects of sex
education and generally focuses on puberty. In health education for 8th graders, ethical
issues are presented to a larger degree.
One cannot know without further empirical research what really happens in the classroom
and how these topics are presented because teachers have greater autonomy on ‘how’ they
teach. However, because teaching in Finland has been traditionally textbook oriented, one
can assume that subjects are taught as presented in the textbooks. This has great influence
on how sex education and related topics are taught in the classroom setting.
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6
6.1

THE RESEARCH PROCESS
The Data

My research material consists of four different health education textbooks for 7-9th
graders. From these textbooks I have examined only the sections that consider aspects of
sex education. According to the arrangement in the textbooks, usually the aspects of sex
education are taught on the 8th grade. The chart below presents the name and sections of
the material used for the research.
Textbook

Section/Pages

Vire Terveystieto 7-9,

pp. 137-176

Kustannusyhtiö Otava

Unit ”Iloa ja vastuuta seksistä”

exercise book

pp. 23-46

Terveystiedon Syke 7-9,

Unit 3, chapter 12 pp. 186-193

Edita Prima Oy

& unit 4 pp. 194-223

Abbreviation
Used in the Study
Vire

Syke

”Kehittyvä seksuaalisuus”

6.2

Dynamo terveystietoa

Unit 4 pp. 71-96

luokille 7-8, Tammi,

”Terveellistä seksiä”

Terveydeksi 2, Kunnon

Unit 5 pp. 99-124

valinnat, WSOY,

”Seksuaalisuus ja seurustelu”

exercise book

pp. 64-74

Dynamo
KV

Research Analysis

The main research methodology is a qualitative content analysis. Content analysis
functions as an intellectual process of categorizing qualitative textual data into conceptual
categories to identify consistent patterns and relationships between variables or themes
(Julien, 2008).
The approach to the analysis is data-driven. This means that no theory or pre-existing
knowledge is used to guide or to lead the research process. Categories and the units of
analysis arise from the research material during analysis. The purpose is to form theoretical
entities from the data. However, even though previous knowledge is not purposefully used
for guiding and helping the analysis in an eclectic manner, it would be unreasonable to say
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that previous knowledge has not influenced the study. In my research the theoretical
framework of ethical sex education has an important role in the research process. However,
the main influence is in the way the researched material is selected. The purpose of my
study is not to test a previous theory, nor have I used predetermined categories. Therefore
the approach is data-driven. The described manner of reasoning is inductive, since the
focus moves from individual statements towards general categorizations.(Tuomi &
Sarajärvi, 2009, pp. 95-97.)
In qualitative research, content analysis is interpretative, involving careful reading of text
and attempting to uncover the less obvious contextual or hidden content in the text (Julien,
2008). In the categorization process of the analysis, I used the semantic category of
modality as a tool to form categories into factual and nonfactual information. Modality is
said to express a relation to reality, whereas the absence of a declared modality treats the
process as reality (Downing & Locke, 2006, p. 379). The use of modality expresses the
way the researcher relates to oneself, other people, and the matter in question (Holli, M., &
Wartiovaara, 1991).
Modality covers a broad semantic area and can be expressed in many forms, such as the
modal auxiliaries (can, could, should, must...), other verbs expressing modal meaning or
constructions (it is good to, one needs to), or other means of expressing modality
(hopefully, certainly) (Downing & Locke, 2006, p. 380). In the same way that modality
expresses the attitude of the speaker, certain descriptive adjectives express the subjective
attitude towards the referent (good, bad, nice, stupid). However, the subjective-objective
distinction with the adjectives is not as clear in every case. Some objective qualities may
be culture specific or appear to be objective to the speaker, but not universally so
(Downing & Locke, 2006, p. 437).
6.3

The Progression of the Analysis

In their book, Laadullinen tutkimus ja sisällönanalyysi, Tuomi and Sarajärvi present a
model of content analysis (Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2009, pp. 91-92). The analysis is principally
based on this model.
1. Make a decision on the focus of the analysis.
2.

a.

Examine the material, separate and note items of interest
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b. Separate the material that is not of interest
c. Collect the notes
3. Categorize and group into themes and types
4. Write the conclusion

According to Tuomi and Sarajärvi, the researcher has to make a firm decision on what
material will be included in the research. The challenge is maintaining reliable and valid
internal consistency because extraneous variables may interest and distract the researcher.
(Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2009, p. 92.) I made a decision to focus on the ethical discussion
around the five chosen themes (abortion, contraception, pornography, abstinence, sexual
diversity) based on my research questions.
After thorough review and examination of the data, every section and paragraph relevant to
the study was identified. This included every section that contained information on each of
the five isolated variables identified as the focus of my research. As indicated, the research
questions framed the selection, as well. Within the sections factual and nonfactual
information was categorized and in making this division I searched for identified
expressions in the data that contained modalities or adjectives expressing a subjective
attitude. The context was important in this division as well. For example, because legal text
can be expressed in terms of a modality, but it clearly is factual information, context
indicates that it is legal text.
Further analysis was made to find new categories in the text. An example of the research
process sheet can be found in the appendix. The following chapter will present the results
of the research.
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7

RESEARCH RESULTS

In this section the research results will be presented. The aim of the research is not
necessarily to compare the different textbooks, but to understand the content and the
manner in which the information is presented. Quotations from the original texts are
provided in the footnotes. E ach section is divided into different topical categories
corresponding to the text. An explanation is provided for each section detailing the
presentation and layout for each text.
7.1

Abortion

The topic of abortion is presented in each textbook. However, the style of presenting and
the viewpoints of the topic vary. The topic placement and context has an effect on the
message that is conveyed through the text. In Vire, abortion is discussed in a chapter titled
”Care Must be Taken to Prevent Pregnancy” 1, which includes the following subchapters:
“The Possibility of Pregnancy” 2 and “Abortion”. The abortion section is followed by a
short section titled “Giving Birth to a Baby” and a cautionary story of a single teenager
mother. A significant influence on the way the message is conveyed is through visual
images. In Vire, under the subchapter “The Possibility of Pregnancy”, there is a photo of a
young girl looking at her pregnancy test with a serious and distressed expression. Another
photo is displayed in the subchapter “Giving Birth to a Baby”. This photo focuses on a
young man with his hand on the abdomen of a pregnant woman whose face is hidden. The
ambiance of the picture is calm and peaceful. The manner in which the titles are selected
and images chosen, gives an impression of a message that abortion is not an uncomplicated
choice, and that pregnancy should not be an option for teenagers. A similar line of thought
can be found in the other textbooks as well.
In the textbook Dynamo abortion is presented in two different sections: first, with one
sentence under a subtitle named “Religion” and second, under a subtitle “Unplanned
Pregnancy”. This section includes a side note with a checklist of what to do if
menstruation does not occur as expected. 3 Further, in the textbook Kunnon Valinnat, KV,
abortion is discussed under a chapter titled “Can You Become Pregnant from the First
1

Raskauden ehkäisystä huolehdittava
Raskauden mahdollisuus
3
Muistilista jos kuukautiset jäävät pois
2
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Time?” 4, and includes a subchapter “If Contraception Fails” 5. This subchapter includes a
simplistic drawing of a woman holding her forehead, apparently in shock upon seeing her
pregnancy test. Titles, images, and subtitles seem to convey the impression that pregnancy
is problematic for teenagers and results from failed contraception.
However, Syke, presents the topic of abortion in a slightly different light; abortion is
discussed in a chapter titled “To Become a Mom or a Dad?” 6 This chapter is supported
with a photo of fingers placed on a woman’s abdomen in the shape of a heart. This chapter
includes the following subtitles: “I Became a Mom – a Story of a Teenager Mother”,
“Pregnancy and drugs”, and “Abortion”. A realistic photo of a happy teenage couple,
with a baby, supports the account of a young mother’s pregnancy. Compared to the other
texts, this section and the chapter focus on the process of pregnancy and having a baby.
The chapter concludes with the impression that abortion is an unfortunate alternative.
Four main categories were identified from the data. Three included factual information;
legal description, medical practice/information, and statistics. One contained subjective
viewpoints and advice. These categories were found in all of the textbooks.
7.1.1

Legal Description

The abortion discussion in all of the textbooks presented some sort of legal description.
Finnish law dealing with abortion is comprehensively presented in three texts; Syke, KV,
and Vire. In addition, KV describes the law requiring the father’s child support
responsibilities until the child is eighteen years old. In Dynamo and Vire, there is a single
sentence side note indicating abortion as unacceptable to Catholics and illegal in some
countries. However, further discussion of the legality of abortion is absent in the texts and
the illegal status of abortion in some counties is not addressed.
7.1.2

Medical Practice/Information

The main educational content in the textbooks for these sections contains information on
medical practices and medical information. This information includes biological facts on
pregnancy, the practicalities of pregnancy testing, the duration of pregnancy, and abortion
4

Voiko ekasta kerrasta tulla raskaaksi?
Jos ehkäisy pettää
6
Äidiksi ja isäksi?
5
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procedures. This type of description is included in each textbook with slight variations on
the focus. Dynamo uses this approach with an exercise requiring students to identify the
nearest clinic in the event of a positive pregnancy test 7. An advisory tone is integrated into
the medical information as in the following passage form Syke:
“The duration of pregnancy is nine months but normally is expressed in
weeks. The due date is calculated to be 40 weeks from the beginning of the
last menstruation period. During the fetal state, development of the baby’s
brain is rapid. Therefore, smoking and the use of alcohol or drugs during
pregnancy, damages the fetus.” 8 (Syke)
7.1.3

Statistics

Descriptive and/or inferential statistics are used to present information in the texts. Syke
and Vire provide the information on the number of abortions performed in Finland per
year. The same data is presented in a slightly different manner in the middle of the core
text or in a side bar. The reporting of the annual number of abortions seems to have two
different interpretations in the texts. In Syke the annual number of abortions per year in
Finland, 10,000, is reported in conjunction with the number of live births per year, 55,000. 9
In this context the number of abortions infers that abortion is a significant problem with 15
percent of all annual pregnancies terminating with abortion. However, the same annual
abortion number is reported in Vire without the number of live births. Instead, another
statistic is reported that indicates that most abortions occur within the 20-25 years age
group. 10 This seems to convey a message that abortion is a normal and acceptable choice,
especially with young women. KV uses statistics in student exercises in both the textbook
and exercise book. In the exercise, students analyze graphical data and answer questions
such as; “In which age group do most abortion occur? Why?

How can the need for

abortion be reduced? And why did women not use morning-after pills?” 11

7

Minne omalla paikkakunnallanne pitäisi hakeutua, mikäli raskaustesti on positiivinen?
Raskaus kestää noin 9 kk, mutta sen kesto lasketaan tavallisesti viikkoina. Vauvan syntyminen arvioidaan
40 viikon päähän viimeisten kuukautisten alkamisesta. Sikiövaiheessa myös aivojen kehitys on voimakasta.
Siksi odottavan äidin tupakointi sekä alkoholin tai huumeiden käyttö on sikiölle vahingollista.
9
Suomessa syntyy vuosittain noin 55000 lasta. Raskaudenkeskeytyksiä tehdään noin 10000 vuodessa.
10
Suomessa abortteja tehdään noin 10 000 vuodessa. Eniten abortteja tekevät 20 - 25 vuotiaat
11
Katso raskauden keskeytyksiä kuvaavia käyriä ja mieti: a) mitä käyrät kertovat? b) mitä syitä arvelet
suunnalle olevan? c) millä keinoin voitaisiin vaikuttaa aborttien tarpeen vähentämiseksi? -- Tutki taulukkoa
ja vastaa kysymyksiin. a) Millä ikäryhmällä oli eniten raskauden keskeytyksiä? b) mitä arvelet, miksi suuri
8
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7.1.4

Advice and Commentary

In addition to the so-called objective factual information, an advisory tone regarding action
is strongly present in the core texts. Especially, in the sections discussing decision making
on the action one may take regarding continuation or termination of pregnancy. In these
sections the use of modalities is most evident in phrases such as, ‘one must remember’, ‘it
is important’ or ‘it is good to’. 12 Direct advice is given as well. For example, Syke advises
thus on the decision making process: “You must consider the choice carefully because it
can be mentally and emotionally challenging.” 13 All of the texts use similar language, and
perspectives on the abortion decision: words such as hard and difficult are commonly used.
All the textbooks seem to agree that seeking an abortion is a difficult decision and may
present emotional and mental hardship; thus, the circumstances leading to an abortion,
should be avoided. However, the advice in the texts differs slightly on how to avoid this
difficult situation. KV and Vire stress on the importance of contraception in order to avoid
unwanted pregnancies. “Abortion is often a mentally difficult experience, so it is important
to invest in contraception” KV.14 Vire stresses the importance of contraception by posing
the questions the role of abortion as a ‘contraceptive’ and explains how to best avoid
abortion. 15 Syke is the only textbook that seems to support the idea of avoiding abortion
altogether and continuing the pregnancy. This message is conveyed by the presentation of
the topic, which focuses on teenager parenting and the topic of abortion is given limited
coverage in the core text.
Both Dynamo and Syke include student exercises that require them to consider and list
reasons to continue or terminate an unplanned pregnancy and elaborate on the benefits and
disadvantages of having a baby as a teenager. 16 Overall, the textbooks seem to express the
idea that teenage pregnancies and abortion are both problems that can be avoided by
effective contraception. Although Syke presents the idea of teenage parenting as a viable
option, abstinence is not suggested in any of the textbooks as an option to avoid unwanted
pregnancies.
osa alle 20-vuotiaista ei ollut käyttänyt ehkäisyä? c) Mitä arvelet, miksi raskauden keskeyttäneet eivät olleet
käyttäneet jälkiehkäisyä?
12
on muistettava, on tärkeää, on hyvä.
13
Päätöstä on harkittava huolellisesti, koska se voi olla henkisesti raskas.
14
Abortti on usein henkisesti rankka kokemus, joten ehkäisyyn kannattaa panostaa.
15
a) miksi abortti ei ole ehkäisykeino? c) Miten abortilta voi välttyä parhaiten?
16
Miettikää, mitkä syyt nuorella parilla vaikuttavat siihen, jatketaanko suunnittelematonta raskautta vai ei.
Mitä asioita pitäisi ottaa huomioon?
Keskustelkaa, mitä hyviä ja mitä huonoja puolia on siitä, että saa nuorena lapsen?
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The question of the justification of abortion is directly posed by a single sentence in only
one of the textbooks. Syke states: “One needs to consider the justification of abortion when
making the decision.” 17 However, this matter is not further discussed. In two of the
textbooks, Dynamo and Vire, instead of posing an ethical question on the justification of
abortion, there are references or ‘hints’ indicating ethical considerations in a side note. In
one of such notes, there is information about religious perspectives and government policy
prohibiting abortion. However, the rationale and sentiment opposing abortion is not
addressed and further discussion is absent.
7.2

Contraception

Contraception is well covered in all of the textbooks. Knowledge of contraception is
presented as one of the assessment criteria for 8th grader health education in the national
core curriculum (Opetushallitus, 2004). Therefore, contraception seems to be one of the
main themes in the sections pertaining to sex education. Throughout the textbooks,
contraception is mentioned repeatedly. In order to understand the context of how
contraception is discussed in the textbooks, a detailed description of the presentation of the
topic will be given.
In Vire contraception is mentioned consistently throughout the entire section on sex
education. Initially, it is presented in the chapter titled, “The Rules of Dating” 18 and in the
sub chapter “Responsibility Grows” 19. Contraception is then mentioned in the introductory
paragraph of a chapter titled, “The Right Moment for Sex?” 20 Subsequent to this, an entire
chapter is devoted to the topic of contraception with the statement: “Care Must be Taken
to Prevent Pregnancy.” 21 Contraception is also addressed is in the following chapter:
“Sexually Transmitted Diseases can be Prevented.” 22
In KV, contraception is mentioned in multiple connections, although, not as frequently as
in Vire. The first connection is in a ‘check list’ for, “The I ngredients for a Good ‘First
Time’” 23 An entire chapter titled, “Can You Become Pregnant from the First Time?” 24 is
17

Sen (abortin) yhteydessä joutuu pohtimaan myös abortin oikeutusta.
Seurustelun pelisäännöt
19
Vastuu kasvaa
20
Oikea hetki seksiin?
21
Raskauden ehkäisystä huolehdittava
22
Sukupuolitaudeilta voi välttyä
23
Hyvän ‘ekan kerran’ ainekset
24
Voiko ekasta kerrasta tulla raskaaksi?
18
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devoted to contraception. Furthermore, there is explanation of the importance of
contraception in the chapter, “I have a STD?” 25
Similarly, in Syke contraception is mentioned repeatedly. Initially it appears in the chapter
“Becoming Responsible” 26, the sub chapter, “Towards Sexual I ntercourse” 27, and in the
section, “Alcohol and Sex”. Contraception is also mentioned in the same chapter under the
subtitle “The First Time”. Much the same as in Vire and KV, an entire chapter is dedicated
to the topic of contraception: “Preventing pregnancy” 28. Moreover, the chapter discussing
sexually transmitted diseases 29 has a short section on contraception.
Dynamo differs in the way contraception is presented. Contraception is introduced under
the subtitle, “Would I Be Ready…?” 30 Instead of having one chapter dedicated to
contraception, Dynamo discusses contraception in two different chapters: “Culture Has an
Effect on Sexual Behavior” 31 and “Sexually Transmitted Diseases and Their Prevention” 32
The logic behind chapter placement differs from the other textbooks. However, compared
to the other textbooks the presentation of content does not seem to differ significantly.
The use of images serves as a support to the text in the sections relating to contraception.
Depending on the visual layout of the books, some books use more pictures and some less,
but the information value of the pictures remains similar. Pictures and images in these
sections portray mainly images of different contraceptives, such as colorful condoms. The
impression given by the pictures is positive, with smiling faces and bright colors. There is
one exception in Syke that stands out as being slightly different in the ‘atmosphere’ and
message. It is an image of a girl with a serious expression in the background and birth
control pills in the forefront. The caption for the picture states that many girls hesitate to
use birth control pills because of the hormonal and other possible side effects.
Four main categories were found in the contents of the textbooks discussing contraception:
medical information, practicalities, advice and commentary. In these sections the
distinction between factual and non-factual information is not always evident. However,
there seems to be a tendency for advice and commentary to be more non-factual in their
25

Seksitauti minulla?
Vastuulliseksi
27
Kohti yhdyntää
28
Raskauden ehkäisy
29
Sukupuolitaudit
30
Olisinko jo valmis…?
31
Kulttuuri vaikuttaa seksikäyttäytymiseen
32
Sukupuolitaudit ja niiden ehkäisy
26
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information value than the other two categories. The scope of the categories compared to
each other varies, depending on the textbook. This relates to the way the content is
presented and on the style of writing. For example, the category offering advice is minimal
in Syke, whereas in Vire the entire text seems to have an advisory tone, as advice is the
largest category found in the text. However, all of the four categories are present
throughout each of the textbooks.
7.2.1

Medical information

Medical information is in a vital part in the contents of the sections of contraception. This
category contains all the factual information about contraception in a medical perspective,
for example, the description and functionality of different contraceptives, such as condoms,
contraceptive pills, intrauterine devices, vaginal rings, chemical contraceptives and
morning after pills. The medical information contains also the workability, suitability and
the possible side effects of different contraceptives.
Furthermore, this category contains the biological description of the following phenomena
in the context of contraception: becoming pregnant, irregularity of the menstrual cycle,
uncontrollability of ejaculation of semen and the transmission and effects of sexually
transmitted diseases. Some textbooks provide percentage on how effective each
contraceptive method is. For example in Vire, condoms are given a functionality rate of
99% when used in a correct manner.
7.2.2

Practicalities

The second category overlaps partly with the first: medical information. Practicalities
represent the real facts of a situation rather than ideas about how it might be. In this
context, it contains the practical information about contraception and medical practice and
procedures. This involves an appointment with a gynecologist, other health-care
professional or a pharmacist. These practicalities include instructions and answer the
questions of ‘how to’ regarding the correct use of different contraceptives, access to
condoms, and other pregnancy control measures. The practical guidance for contraception
is evident in the texts. Three texts provide detailed, illustrated instructions for proper
condom use.
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Most of the exercises provided by the textbooks address medical information and
practicalities as indicated in the following sample question “How do the different
contraceptives work in medical terms?”, “Define each method: a) double contraception b)
morning-after pills.” This is the case in Syke and Dynamo, where all the questions consider
either medical information or practicalities. In KV, an exercise is suggested for preparing a
short role-play buying condoms in a store.
7.2.3

Advice and Statements

Advice and practicalities go, once again, hand in hand with some practical information is
given in an advisory tone. For example, in Vire, “Poor places for keeping condoms are, for
example, wallets, pockets, and in the glove compartments of cars.” 33 This statement can be
seen as both advice and instruction. However, advice forms a clear category of its own
when interpreted semantically; for example in the use of modalities, and comparative and
descriptive adjectives. For example, with this type of language use, statements may
include; “It is good to remember, the best method is, should/has to be used, it is beneficial
to.” Statements differ from advice as an expression written for the purpose of
communicating intentions or opinions, but without an advisory tone or being purely
factual. In this research these two categories, advice and statements, where combined
because the difference seemed to be semantic depending on the writing style of the author,
yet the main message seems to be similar. In some textbooks, some advice is in the form of
strong recommendations, for example:
“It is good to practice using condoms beforehand” 34 (Vire)
“One must practice the use of condoms beforehand and with time” 35 (Syke)
Even though the different textbooks have slightly different manners in the style of writing
and in their contexts, the core content of the advisory text was surprisingly similar for all
the textbooks especially in Vire, Syke, and KV. Seven different expressions of advice
and/or statements occurred in the text indicating a stance on contraception and are major
themes in all the textbooks.

33

Kondomin huonoja säilytyspaikkoja ovat esimerkiksi lompakko, housujen taskut ja autojen
hansikaslokerot.
34
Kondomin käyttöä kannattaa harjoitella etukäteen, jotta se tarvittaessa sujuu mahdollisimman helposti.
35
Kondomin käyttöä pitää harjoitella rauhassa ja etukäteen.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

using a condoms is responsible (Vire, KV, Syke, Dynamo)
mutual responsibility for both partners in the use of contraception (Vire, KV, Syke,
Dynamo)
the importance of talking about contraception with partner (Vire, KV, Syke)
condoms as the best alternative, importance of practicing and the correct use of
condom (Vire, KV, Syke, Dynamo)
false beliefs on conception: safe days, halted intercourse (Vire, KV, Syke)
dangers of neglecting contraception, alcohol, nature (Syke, Dynamo)
justification of contraception (Dynamo)

Responsibility is mentioned in every textbook. More precisely, the message contains a
mutual idea that the use of contraception reflects responsible behavior. For example in
Vire:
”Only when the relationship is close and confidential, can the relationship
involve sexual intercourse. At this point both of the participants need to be
able to take responsibility for contraception and having protection against
STDs.” 36 (Vire)
In KV similar statement is posed in an even more direct manner:
”If you are not ready to take care of contraception and in this way you do not
understand the full responsibility of sex, you are not ready for sexual
intercourse.” 37(KV)
The mutual responsibility for contraception was mentioned in every textbook. KV states
that taking care of contraception is the responsibility of both the girl and the boy. 38 Syke
stresses the same issue by stating that both of the participants are responsible for
contraception. 39
In most of the textbooks, there is an intentional recommendation for partners to discuss the
importance of contraception. Thus, particular interest is directed to communication either
in an advisory tone or as a strong recommendation. Otherwise, little advice is offered in
terms of relationships. However, the following statements are found regarding partner
communication.
36

… Vasta kun suhde on läheinen ja luottamuksellinen, siihen voi liittyä myös yhdyntä. Tässä vaiheessa
molempien on kyettävä ottamaan vastuu ehkäisystä ja sukupuolitaudeilta suojaamisesta.
37
E llet ole valmis huolehtimaan ehkäisystä etkä näin ymmärrä seksiin liittyvää vastuuta, et ole valmis
etenemään yhdyntää.
38
Ehkäisystä huolehtiminen on sekä tytön että pojan asia
39
Molemmat osapuolet ovat vastuussa ehkäisystä.
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”It is good to talk about contraception beforehand.” 40(Vire)
”I t is not good to leave the discussion about contraception for the last
minute, you must take care of that beforehand.” 41 (Syke)
Condoms are praised without hesitation as a practical and functional contraceptive method
in each textbook. The importance of finding a suitable contraceptive and being prepared
beforehand is stressed. For example, Dynamo provides a list of three good reasons for
using, and practicing the use of, condoms. Condoms and pills, the so-called double
contraception, are recommended in each text as the most effective contraception method.
The use of condoms is presented as right and necessity, especially in the context of SDTs.
“… Because of this it is necessary to use a condom even when the partner
claims not to have a STD.” 42 (Vire)
“… Remember that you have the right to use a condom always, without
further explanations or a need to make exceptions.” 43 (Dynamo)
The issue of erroneous beliefs in contraception is covered in most of the textbooks. Halted
intercourse and counting ‘safe’ days are mentioned as ineffective contraceptive attempts.
Strong argument is made regarding this issue. For example, KV states:
“Those, who trust in ‘safe days’, will soon find themselves being mothers and
fathers.” 44(KV)
Not only is contraception strongly recommended, but the dangers on neglecting
contraception are also indicated. In Syke there is a section titled “Sex and Alcohol” that
explains the dangers of neglecting contraception while under the influence of alcohol. This
section is supplemented with a cautionary account of teenagers having without
contraception while under the influence. Moreover, Dynamo has a particular way of
expressing the same message, referring to the nature of human beings:
”Humans, like every other living being, have a strong reproduction instinct.
This instinct temps to forget contraception and to take risks. Therefore, using
40

Ehkäisystä on hyvä keskustella etukäteen
Ehkäisystä keskustelua ei pidä jättää sängyn laidalle, siitäkin on huolehdittava etukäteen.
42
…Tästä johtuen kondomia tulee käyttää, vaikka kumppanilla ei hänen sanojensa mukaan olisikaan
sukupuolitautia.
43
…Muista, että sinulla on oikeus käyttää kondomia aina, selittelemättä ja poikkeuksia tekemättä.
44
Ne, jotka luottavat ”varmoihin päiviin”, huomaavat kohta olevansa äitejä ja isiä.
41
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contraception is always victory for reason against biological human
nature.” 45(Dynamo)
Only some of the text exercises consider social and emotional aspects. For example, Vire
poses the question, “Whose responsibility is contraception?” More creative exercises are
provided in the separate exercise books for Vire and KV. For example, there are exercises
addressing possible reasons why contraception may have been forgotten or neglected and
advice provided on contraception for different situations. In KV an exercise for written
response requires ethical reflection on; “What happens when contraception fails?”
The question of whether contraception can be seen as right or wrong is mentioned only in
one text: in Dynamo, under the title of religion, presenting the viewpoint on contraception
of Catholics, some Finnish Lutherans, and Conservative Laestadianism.
“Within Conservative Laestadianism, spouses choose not to use any
contraception because, the goal of sexual intercourse is reproduction which
is never to be prevented.” 46(Dynamo)
7.3

Pornography

Compared to the others topics the coverage of pornography is relatively minimal. E ach
textbook presents the topic but limits the discussion to one or two paragraphs. In Vire,
pornography is mentioned in the chapter titled, “Sexuality – a Great Asset” 47 under the
subtitle named “Media Distorts the I mage of Sexual I deals.” 48 In KV, pornography is
mentioned in a separate section at the conclusion of the sexuality unit. It is discussed under
two separate headings: “What is Porn?” and “Porn Business.” Pornography is discussed
in Syke in the chapter, “The Different Forms of Sexuality” 49 “, under a subtitle: “Porn –
I nnocent Entertainment?” 50 Dynamo mentions pornography in a separate section titled

45
Ihmisillä, kuten kaikilla elävillä olennoilla, on hyvin voimakas lisääntymisvietti. Se houkuttaa unohtamaan
ehkäisyn ja ottamaan riskejä. Ehkäisyn käyttö on siten aina järjen voitto biologiaa vastaan.
46
Vanhoillislestadiolaisliike suosittaa myös seksistä pidättäytymisen ennen avioliittoa, eivätkä kumppanit
käytä avioliitossakaan mitään raskauden ehkäisyä, koska rakastelun tavoitteena on lisääntyminen jota ei
haluta koskaan estää.
47
Seksuaalisuus on suuri voimavara
48
Media vääristää seksuaali-ihanteita
49
Seksuaalisuuden monet muodot
50
Porno –harmitonta viihdettäkö?
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“Porn – Fairytales for Adults,” 51 following a discussion of “The Reality and the Myths
about Sex.” 52
Sections on pornography appear to be written differently than from other sections in the
textbooks. Clear distinctions seem to be lacking between advisory and factual information,
and between statements and definitions. Instead, definitions, advisory text, and statements
are interwoven. For example, Syke takes a clear stand on the issue of porn:
“Porn, short for pornography, is often misleadingly referred to as adult
entertainment or adult fairytales. In this way an attempt is made to legitimize
porn, along with its oppression and even violence, as part of everyday
life.” 53(Syke)
In this way, the text advocates a strong position relative to pornography. There is no
attempt to be purely technical or to provide an objective description and the information is
written in a factual and unapologetic manner. Therefore, it is not relevant to separate
categories into definitions, statements, and advisory texts. Instead, the findings fit
categorical themes. Six different primary categorical themes appear in nearly all of the
textbooks:
•

Definition and the purpose of porn (Vire, KV, Syke, Dynamo)

•

Image of sex conveyed by pornography (Vire, KV, Syke, Dynamo)

•

Relation to reality (Vire, KV, Syke, Dynamo)

•

Pornography as an industry (Vire, KV, Syke)

•

Image of men/women (Vire, KV, Syke, Dynamo)

•

Legality/restrictions (Vire, KV, Syke, Dynamo)

7.3.1

Definition and the purpose of porn

The approach taken to define porn and its purposes varies significantly in the textbooks.
Vire presents the most neutral and objective definition by simply defining porn as material
that is used in order to achieve sexual arousal. 54 KV offers a similar definition but includes
a subjective comment that selfish pleasure seeking is the main goal in pornography. KV
51

Porno-aikuisten satua
Totta ja tarua seksistä
53
Pornoa eli pornografiaa nimitetään usein harhaanjohtavasti aikuisviihteeksi tai aikuisten saduksi. Näin
halutaan normalisoida ja arkipäiväistää porno sekä siihen usein liittyvä alistaminen ja jopa väkivalta.
54
Pornolla tarkoitetaan materiaalia, jonka avulla pyritään seksuaaliseen kiihottumiseen.
52
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also notes that the distinction between pornography and eroticism is sometimes unclear. 55
As mentioned earlier, Syke’s definition of porn carries a clearly negative message by
condemning its promotion of oppression and violence. 56 Dynamo’s approach is different
and conveys a relativist acceptance with the position that not everyone thinks porn is bad:
“Usually porn is used because of a desire to create sexual images. Porn is
hard to define because the definition is always dependent of the consumer of
porn. For some, porn is art, business, or safe sex; for others porn represents
abuse, fantasy or imagination.” 57 (Dynamo)
7.3.2

The Image of Sex

Although the approach to definition and explain purpose of porn differs, a common view is
offered in all of the texts; the image of sex conveyed by porn is distorted and limited. Vire
states that porn and the media may give a distorted image of sexuality by conveying it as
emotionless and exaggerated. 58 Similarly, Dynamo states:
”Porn gives a limited and goal-oriented picture of sexuality. Most often it
concentrates on mechanical and technical details without consideration of
feelings, responsibility, or contraception.” 59(Dynamo)
Syke makes a distinction between porn and sex by stating that in porn, sex has been
commercialized and separated from tenderness and love. Syke also relates that the image of
intercourse presented to young people in movies and porn magazines is often artificial and
does not identify possible difficulties. 60 KV mentions the aspect of porn lacking gentleness
55

Sillä tarkoitetaan epäsiveellistä ja seksuaaliseesti kiihottavaa kuvaa tai kirjoitusta lehdissä, mainoksissa,
elokuvissa, videoissa tai Internetissä. E rotiikan ja pornon ero on vaikea määritellä. E rotiikalle on kuitenkin
ominaista vihjaileva, katsoja tai lukijan mielikuvitukseen vetoaminen. Pornografian esittämälle
seksuaalisuudelle taas on tunnusomaista mekaanisuus ja kaiken näyttäminen ja kertominen. … Itsekäs oman
nautinnon saavuttaminen sitä vastoin esitettään keskeisenä tavoitteena.
56
Pornoa eli pornografiaa nimitetään usein harhaanjohtavasti aikuisviihteeksi tai aikuisten saduksi. Näin
halutaan normalisoida ja arkipäiväistää porno sekä siihen usein liittyvä alistaminen ja jopa väkivalta.
57
Yleensä pornoa katsotaan sen takia, että halutaan luoda mielikuvia siitä, mitä seksi oikein on. Pornoa on
vaikea määritellä, sillä määritteleminen on aina riippuvainen myös määrittelijän omista lähtökohdista. Porno
on joillekin taidetta, bisnestä tai turvaseksiä, toisille riistoa, fantasiaa tai mielikuvitusta.
58
Median lisäksi porno voi antaa vääristyneen kuvan seksuaalisuudesta. -- Päinvastoin ne antavat liioitellun
ja tunteettoman kuvan seksistä.
59
Porno antaa hyvin suppean ja suorituskeskeisen kuvan ihmisen seksuaalisuudesta. Usein siinä keskitytään
mekaanisiin ja teknisiin yksityiskohtiin, eikä tunteiden, vastuun tai ehkäisyn kuvaamiseen panosteta.
60
Pornossa seksi on kaupallistettu ja irrotettu hellyydestä ja rakkaudesta… Nuoret jäljittelevät yleensä
aikuisia, ja heidän käsityksensä yhdynnästä saattaa syntyä yleensä elokuvien tai seksilehtien perusteella.
Niiden antama kuva on usein epäaito: yhdyntä on pelkkää halujen tyydyttämistä kiihkeästi äännelleen eri
asennoissa ilman tunteita, epävarmuutta tai epäonnistumista.
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and empathy for the partner. 61 KV not only claims that porn distorts the image of sex but
also negatively impacts the human condition.
”Porn may cause a distorted human image; the relation to oneself and
others. … I t can distort the image of beautiful sexuality into harsh selfserving pleasure seeking.” 62(KV)
7.3.3

Reality

Further discussion of the distorted image of sexually found in each of the textbooks
indicates that pornography does not represent the reality of sex. KV reminds the reader that
in porn, people do not express the wide range of feelings that normally arisen through
sexual intimacy with another person. 63 Syke reminds that if the pre-conceptions and
expectations of sex are based on porn, there is a great possibility of being confused in real
situations. 64 Dynamo defines porn as being a limited picture of sex, and most importantly,
untrue. Many of the situations in porn are acted out and staged on film. 65 Dynamo contends
that verbal communication, an important factor in sex that is hard to learn, is completely
missing from porn. 66
7.3.4

The Porn Industry

Nearly all of the textbooks mention the porn industry. This is an important factor when
discussing porn, an aspect that many pupils may not have considered but are able to
comprehend, is that pornographic photos are simulated and made by professionals. 67 Syke

61

Pornografian esittämälle seksuaalisuudelle taas on tunnusomaista mekaanisuus ja kaiken näyttäminen ja
kertominen. … Pornosta puuttuu hellyys ja partneria kohtaan osoitettu empatia.
62
Porno voi vääristää ihmiskuvan: suhtautumisen itseen ja muihin. … Se voi vääristää kuvan kauniista
seksuaalisuudesta tylyksi tyydytyksen hakemiseksi.
63
Siinä ei yleensä puhuta, ei käytetä ehkäisyä eikä ilmaista niitä lukuisa erilaisia tuntemuksia, joita
seksuaalinen lähellä olo ihmisissä herättää.
64
Jos käsitykset ja odotukset seksistä perustuvat pornoon, joutuu helposti ymmälleen oikeissa ihmissuhteissa,
kun oma tai kumppanin käytös ei ole odotusten mukaista.
65
Se on kapea kuva ihmisen seksuaalisuudesta ja mikä tärkeintä: se ei ole totta. … Pornon yhteydessä täytyy
aina muistaa, ettei se ole todellista kahden ihmisen välistä rakastelua, vaan tilanteet on näytelty ja usein myös
trikkikuvattu.
66
Pornossa esimerkiksi puhuminen ei ole sallittua eikä tärkeää, kun se todellisuudessa on tärkeä asia ja
vaikea taito oppia.
67
Pornovideot ja – kuvat ovat alan ammattilaisen tekemiä lavastettuja tilanteita.
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notes that ‘big business, making big money’ is backing these professionals. 68 KV states that
the Internet is the newest way to view pornography and anyone can access it online. 69
It is important that the pornography industry is discussed, but the coverage in the texts is
limited to one or two sentences. Obviously, the data is already slightly outdated since the
boom of Smartphones has radically changed the access to pornographic content within the
past few years.
7.3.5

The Image of Men and Women

Syke and Vire both state that porn gives a one-sided view of the sexuality of men and
women. 70 In a similar way, Dynamo claims that porn gives distorted images of sex and of
how men and women should be together. 71 However, these statements remain broad and
only seem to scratch the surface of the main issue, which KV presents in a more explicit
way. Even though it is not stated directly, one can read between the lines and ascertain the
disrespect, inequality, and the portrayal of women as mere objects.
“I n most pornographic displays, the woman acts a willing and insatiable
fulfiller of men’s fantasies. The woman is never shown to reach satisfaction.
But the man’s orgasm is shown repeatedly.” … “I n phone sex, paid
employees (often women) deliver strong sexual images with their words and
voice to the caller (often men) so that he, while masturbating, reaches
orgasm.” 72 (KV)
7.3.6

Legality

As to the legal aspects of porn Vire and Syke simply state that the law forbids pornography
for anyone under the age of eighteen. Dynamo adds that the rationale for it is that
68

Lehtien, elokuvien, puhelimien ja Internetin kautta välitettävä porno on liiketoimintaa, jossa liikkuu suuria
rahoja.
69
Pornobusiness: Internet on uusin pornografian levityskanava. Sinne voi syöttää aineistoa kuka tahansa
70
Porno antaa yksipuolisen kuvan miehen ja naisen seksuaalisuudesta. -- Ne eivät kerro mitään kahden
ihmisen välisestä erotiikasta, kanssakäymisestä ja tunteista.
71
Porno antaa vääristyneitä malleja seksistä ja siitä, millainen miehen tai naisen tulisi olla ja kuinka heidän
tulisi olla yhdessä.
72
Useimmissa pornografisissa tuotteissa nainen esittää halukasta ja kyltymätöntä miehen unelmien
toteuttajaa. Naisen ei näytetä koskaan saavan tyydytystä. Miehen orgasmi näytetään yhä uudestaan ja
uudestaan. Puhelimen ääreen palkatut työntekijät (yleensä naiset) virittävät sanoillaan ja äänensävyillään
soittajalle (yleensä mies) niin voimakkaita mielikuvia, että tämä saa samaan aikaan harjoittamansa
itsetyydytyksessä sen avulla orgasmin.
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separating porn from reality requires the reasoning of an adult. 73 KV asserts that attempts
have been made to restrict children’s access to pornographic Internet sites. However,
attempts have proven to be challenging.
7.4

Sexual Abstinence

Unlike with the other topics, none of the textbooks present separated sections discussing
the topic of sexual abstinence. Therefore, several different passages relating indirectly to
sexual abstinence were analyzed. This includes information on dating and the ‘first time’
for sexual intercourse. In the passages and chapters discussing dating, the focus in this
research is on determining the purpose of dating and the role of abstinence in the
progression of dating.
In Vire, the subject of dating is touched upon in the chapter “The Rules of Dating” 74 In the
following chapter, the first time of sexual intercourse is discussed under the title, “Right
Time for Sex?” 75 The following chapter covers contraception. The core text is supported
by a variety of different photos and drawings. The chapter on dating illustrates dating as a
route where there are several stops: the first is a ‘crush’ and the last stop is ‘making love.’
The other photos and images supporting the text are of young couples being together. In
the section discussing the ‘first time’, drawings of male and female genitals are presented.
In addition, there is a somewhat provocative photo of a teenage couple under blankets,
with a caption, “Intimacy is lovely!” 76
In KV the section on dating, “Should We Date?” 77 is presented in the in the first chapter,
“Thinking about Sex?” 78 The part about dating is placed after sexual diversity. In the
following chapter titled “Come Close to Me,” 79 different phases of making love are
presented. Finally, a whole chapter is devoted for the subject of the ‘first time’ titled
“When?” 80. The pages on dating are illustrated by drawings and photos of smiling young
couples. However, in the chapter “When?” there is a photo of what appears to be an
73
Porno on yleensä kielletty alle 18-vuotiailta, koska pornon erottaminen todellisuudesta edellyttää aikuisen
arviointikykyä.
74
Seurustelun pelisäännöt
75
Oikea hetki seksiin?
76
Intiimiys on ihanaa!
77
Seurustellaanko?
78
Seksi mielessä?
79
Tule lähelleni
80
Milloin?
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unhappy young couple in bed. It seems that the girl is having second thoughts and doubts
about the situation. The rest of the images are drawings illustrating the “Ingredients of a
Good ‘First Time’” 81
In Syke, the subjects of dating and the ‘first time’ are distributed throughout the chapters.
The ‘first time’ is initially mentioned in the chapter 13 titled “The Different Forms of
Sexuality,” 82 under a subtitle “Sectors of Sexuality” 83 and “The Abundance of Sex” 84. The
subject of intercourse is further discussed in chapter 14, “Becoming Responsible” and
under subtitles “Towards Intercourse?” and “The First Time” 85 These parts are preceded
by a section of the physical description of the genitals and a paragraph on masturbation.
The entirety of chapter 12 is devoted to the subject of dating: “From a Crush to Dating” 86
This chapter is illustrated with various large photographs of different couples together
either holding hands or kissing. The layout of the section “Becoming Responsible”
contains drawings of male and female genitals. Later in the chapter, there is a photo of two
pairs of feet showing from under a blanket, a photo of a sad girl alone, and another photo
of a happy couple.
The systematic layout in Dynamo differs from the other texts. The sections on dating and
the ‘first time’ are not presented as their own section, but distributed throughout the
chapters. A section on sexual diversity, sections of feelings and having secret crushes, and
the rights for one’s intimate body parts precede a section titled “Joys of Dating”
section titled “Sweating out of Confusion”

88

87

A

follows this and discusses the first dating

experiences. After this, there is a section providing technical information on the ejaculation
of semen and masturbation, with the next section covering imaginary sexual fantasy and
sharing these experiences with friends. A section titled “Longing for a Partner”, is leads
into a portion titled “Exciting, Terrible, Wonderful!” 89 This briefly discusses first sexual
experiences. The passage “Kisses and Caressing” 90 concludes with a presentation of “The
Truth and Myths about Sex” 91 and a portion addressing the “First Time” titled “Could I be
81

Hyvän ’ekan kerran’ ainekset
Seksuaalisuuden monet muodot
83
Seksuaalisuuden osa-alueet
84
Seksin tulva
85
Vastuulliseksi, -- Kohti yhdyntää? -- Eka kerta
86
Ihastumisesta seurusteluun
87
Seurustelun riemua
88
Hämmentävää hikoilua
89
Kumppanin kaipuuta -- Jännää- kamalaa –ihanaa!
90
Suudelmia ja hyväilyjä
91
Totta ja tarua seksistä
82
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Ready Already ..?” 92 There are three additional sub-sections dealing with intercourse,
orgasm, and responsibility. The final section on dating and the ‘first time’ is introduced
under a title “Culture Has an Effect on Sexual Behavior” 93 with the subtitle: “Religion”.
Few images or pictures appear in the text and seem to be more for aesthetics than for
informational value. These images include two photos of couples, two photos of girls
showing their facial expressions, and the same image used in Syke; a photo of two pairs of
showing under a blanket.
The core text in each textbook seems to have an advisory tone throughout the passages
dealing with dating and the first experience of sexual intercourse. Statistics are used to
support the text and medical information appears when needed in the description of sexual
intercourse and ‘first time.’ Most of the textbooks seem to present dating in the form of a
procedure or process. The sections addressing the purposes of dating were selected for
analysis. Different categories were determined from information within the sections
discussing the first intercourse experience. The segregated categories include: physical
description, emotional readiness, and conditions for being ready. The physical description
includes information about genitals and what happens during intercourse in medical terms.
This category is identified here due to its important role within the context of the passages
but further discussion will not occur as it has limited relevance to the examination of
abstinence. Accordingly, the categories relevant to the study are: the purpose and the goal
of dating, first time requirements –the right time, and establishing first time conditions.
7.4.1

Purpose and the Goal of Dating

In Vire, the section titled: ”The Rules of Dating” does not present any actual rules, it
presents an assumed order of events: the procedure of dating. It is a six-step path, which
proceeds from the first glance to sexual intercourse. The tone of the text is written in the
manner of usually this is what happens or this is what should happen. Modalities such as,
should be, and must be, are frequently utilized. Dynamo seems to have a slightly broader
range of advice than the other textbooks.

92
93

Olisinko jo valmis…?
Kulttuuri vaikuttaa seksikäyttäytymiseen
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“Before starting dating, the maturity level of one’s sexuality and related
feelings must be sufficiently developed.” 94 (Vire)
”When the prospective dating partner is found, you should think beforehand
what you want from dating. When the objectives of dating are clear for you, it
is easier to express your wishes and principles to your partner.” 95( Dynamo)
Vire presents the procedure of dating as a six-step formula illustrated as an image of a
pathway: 1. ‘a crush’, 2. ‘I like you’ -- confessing the feelings, 3. dating – walking hand in
hand and learning the rules of dating and understanding the other person, 4. kissing –
learning to express love and taking into consideration the partner’s feelings, 5.caressing –
getting to know the body of oneself and the other person and experiencing the feelings of
arousal, 6. making love – knowing how to take the responsibility for oneself and the other
person. 96 The caption of the image advises the reader that dating should procede little by
little, taking into consideration the feelings of both of the partners. 97
Syke presents the same line of thought. The subchapters offer this progression: “It all starts
from having a crush,” “dating is being together”, “tenderness and petting” and, “ready for
making love?” 98 KV does not present dating as clearly defined stages, but addresses all of
the same phases. Dynamo has a similar procedure, however it is not as evident and the goal
is not so straightforward. Vire emphasizes the importance of the dating procedure by
presenting a question referring directly to the dating formula: why would it be good for
dating to follow the dating path presented? 99
This procedure gives the impression that dating is purely sexual and the main goal of
dating is ultimately sexual intercourse. Limited focus is put on getting to know the other
person at an emotional level. KV is the only book that suggests dating can be close and
enjoyable, even without sexual closeness. Every relationship proceeds in its own speed.100
Values can be seen in this course and it evidently rejects the idea of one-night stands by

94

Ennen varsinaista seurustelun aloittamista on oman seksuaalisuuden ja siihen liittyvien tunteiden on oltava
riittävän kehittyneitä.
95
Kun mahdollinen seurustelukumppani on löytynyt, kannattaa miettiä etukäteen, millaista seurustelua
haluaa. Kun kuva siitä on itselle selvä, on helpompi myös ilmaista toiveet ja periaatteet kumppanille.
96
Ihastus. 2. ”mä tykkään susta”3. seurustellaan. 4. suudellaan. 5. hyväillään 6. rakastelu.
97
Seurustelun tulisi edetä vähitellen, molempien kumppanien tunteet huomioon ottaen.
98
Ihastumisesta se alkaa -- Seurustelu on yhdessäoloa -- Hellyyttä ja hyväilyjä -- Valmis rakasteluun?
99
Miksi seurustelun kannattaisi edetä seurustelupolun kuvaamalla tavalla?
100
Seurustelu voi olla hyvinkin tiivistä ja nautittavaa ilman seksuaalista läheisyyttä. Jokainen suhde etenee
omalla vauhdillaan.
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suggesting a step-by-step approach to sexual relations. However, commitment in the
relationship and abstinence do not seem to have a role in this course of action.
In most of the books (Vire, KV, Syke) the chapter following presentation of the ‘dating
formula’ addresses ending a relationship and provides advise on how to cope with
disappointments in relationships, a broken heart, and how to move on. (Obviously, the
intention of the authors is good, but the way the text is presented conveys a message
lacking promotion and support for long-lasting relationships).
7.4.2

The ‘First Time’ Requirements and Conditions

The advisory text regarding the first sexual intercourse experience offers different
requirements and recommendations. All of the textbooks independently mention the
importance of the responsibility to discuss and deal with contraception.
“I n order to proceed with sexual intercourse, mature reasoning,
consideration and responsibly regarding contraception are required.” 101
(Dynamo)
Another condition recommended in each textbook is that the first intercourse encounter
should not occur under the influence of alcohol because of the risk of neglecting
contraception and negative effect of alcohol on reasoning. Syke relates of a girl losing her
virginity, under the influence, on a ‘one-night stand.’
“Alcohol and sex is a bad combination. Under influence a person is not able
to make reasonable decisions. It is hard to listen to your own feelings and the
other persons feelings while under the influence of alcohol” 102 (KV)
All of the textbooks address the first sexual intercourse as ‘a once in a lifetime event’
which should not be seen as an indifferent occasion. The advice is to experience it with
someone well known and trustworthy. It seems that one of the goals of the authors is to
dispel the myth among some young people that one should lose virginity as early as
possible. The textbooks appear to subtly emphasize the uniqueness of the first time.

101

Yhdyntään asti eteneminen vaatii aikuista järkeä, harkintaa ja vastuuta ehkäisystä, eikä siihen kannata
kiirehtiä.
102
Humala ja seksi on huono yhdistelmä. Humalassa ihminen ei pysty järkeviin päätöksiin ja tekoihin.
Alkoholin turruttamana on myös vaikea kuunnella omia ja toisen tuntemuksia.
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Dynamo expresses this very straightforwardly: “The belief that one should abandon
virginity serves only those who sexually abuse young people.” 103
In general, little emphasis is put on the quality of the relationship, but some
recommendations are provided. Feelings, respect, and building trust with the partner are
mentioned as important features in a relationship but not as absolutes when compared to
the feeling of readiness. One-night stands are discouraged and the emphasis is on
developing longer-lasting and more stable relationships. Vire addresses the issue of onenight stands as having a negative impact on emotions. 104
“Having sex is, at its best, respecting and valuing the partner. Overall, this
emotional quality is more important than the physical feeling. Sex feels the
best with someone who is trustworthy and is partner in a longer-term
relationship. … The partner’s experience should not be a factor in a sexual
relationship.” 105 (Vire)
7.4.3

The ‘First Time’ Requirements –The Right Time

The issue of the right time for sex is addressed similarly in all of the textbooks with the
basic explanation: when one feels they are ready.
“The decision to have sex is a major consideration. The right moment is
when both of the partners feel they are ready. You are ready when
considering other person’s feelings and you are absolutely sure about your
own feelings and you can accept responsibility for the situation. You should
never have sex only because the partner wants it.” 106 (Vire)
‘E ngaging in sex only when one feels ready’ seems to be one of the most important
messages in the textbooks. In Vire this statement is repeated four times. KV emphasizes
103

Uskomus, että kokemattomuudesta (neitsyydestä tai poikuudesta) pitäisi pyrkiä eroon, palvelee vain
nuorten hyväksikäyttäjiä.
104
Nykyään harrastetaan yhä enemmän niin sanottuja yhden illan juttuja. Niissä voi olla kyse seksistä pelkän
fyysisen mielihyvän saavuttamiseksi. Tällaiset suhteet altistavat sukupuolitaudeille ja voivat olla tunneelämän kannalta hankalia.
105
Rakastelu on parhaimmillaan kumppanin arvostamista ja hellimistä. Monesti tämä psyykkinen mielihyvän
tunne on fyysistä mielihyvää tärkeämpää. Rakastelusta saa eniten irti ja se tuntuu parhaalta luotettavan
pitkäaikaisen kumppanin kanssa. ... Sillä, miten kokenut kumppani on, ei ole merkitystä rakastelutilanteessa.
106
Rakasteluun päätyminen on suuri päätös. Oikea hetki on sitten, kun molemmat ovat valmiita. Olet itse
valmis, kun pystyt huomioimaan toisen tunteet, olet täysin varma omista tunteistasi ja pystyt ottamaan
vastuun tilanteesta. Seksiin tai yhdyntään ei pidä ikinä suostua pelkästään kumppanin toivomuksesta tai
painostuksesta.
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making the decision that seems right for the individual but also accentuates personal
responsibility.
“When thinking about the first time it is important to listen to your feelings.
You are the only one who can know what you want and why and what is right
and safe. … Do only what feels right and safe. You cannot leave the
responsibility to your partner. Each person has to bear their share of the
responsibility of the situation.” 107(KV)
The same emphasis on the feeling of readiness is apparent in Syke and Dynamo. The
question of the right age or maturity level is addressed, as well, in some of the textbooks.
Syke reminds the reader that the experience of sexual intercourse does not make anyone an
adult and therefore it is better to wait until one feels they are ready. 108 KV addresses the
age issue straightforwardly by stating that there is no right age to be ready for sex and even
though sexual intercourse is discussed in this textbook for eight graders, it does not mean
that intercourse would be timely for that age group. On the contrary, it would be preferred
that one would wait for years. 109
In similar manner, all of the textbooks state, in a way or another, that there is no hurry for
engaging in sexual intercourse. Additionally, Dynamo and Syke address, in a cautionary
tone, that issues relating to sexual experiences too early in life, may lead to negative
consequences later in life.
“Sexual experiences, too early in youth, can cause anxiety and result in an
unhealthy sex life and related difficulties later in life.” 110 (Syke)
“Proceeding too fast in sexual matters in often manifested in relationship
problems and poor self-esteem in later years. … Hastening sex, while still in

107

Kun mietit vakavissasi ”ekaa kertaa” on tärkeä kuunnella omia tuntemuksia. Sinä olet ainoa, joka voit
tietää mitä haluat ja miksi, ja mikä on sinulle oikein ja turvallista. … tee vain sitä, mikä tuntuu oikealta ja
turvalliselta. Kumppanille ei vastuuta voi siirtää, se on jokaisen kannettava itse.
108
Yhdyntäkokemus ei tee kenestäkään aikuista. Siksi kannattaa mieluummin odottaa, kunnes tuntee
olevansa valmis.
109
Ei ole tiettyä ikää, jolloin ihmisen pitäisi olla valmis seksiin. Ulkoisesta kehityksestä sitä ei voi päätellä.
Vaikka yhdynnästä kerrotaankin jo tässä kahdeksannen luokan oppikirjassa, se ei tarkoita sitä, että se olisi
sinun ikäisellesi ajankohtaista, päinvastoin. Toivottavaa olisi, että odottaisit vielä useita vuosia.
110
Liian aikaiset seksikokemukset nuoruudessa voivat aiheuttaa ahdistusta ja vaikeuttaa tervettä seksielämää
myöhemmällä iällä.
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the early stages of the development of one’s own sexuality, often concludes in
a situation where, later in life, sex has little or no feeling at all. 111(Dynamo)
Dynamo stands out from all the textbooks as presenting the largest variation of
perspectives on these issues. Dynamo uses the term ‘overt exploratory stage’ in sexual
development to describe a period in life when a person gains confidence and courage to
experiment with unknown situations, including sexual encounters. This involves individual
reasoning and the ability to decide whether to seek such experiences at present or wait until
later in life. 112 Even though the aim of this passage seems to encourage the readers to wait
until they feel ready, the hidden message, perhaps even subliminal, seems evident. The
implication seems to be that gaining sexual experiences imparts a kind of merit that
belongs to the natural development of everyone’s sexuality. This way of thinking places
the importance of sexual experiences above the value of relationships with possible harm
to feelings and emotions.
Additionally, Dynamo is the only textbook that addresses the alternative of abstinence and
the influence of religion, traditions, and the impact of culture. “Every home, religion, and
society has its own rules, relating to the appropriate time in life for sexual relations. If you
do not know the rules find them out.” 113 Interestingly Dynamo acknowledges the variety of
different approaches to the onset of sexual intercourse, but still seems to unilaterally
present an absolute in its advisory text discussing the issue and does discuss alternative
views on the topic. The subject of abstinence is discussed in a separate passage under a
title: “Religion”.
“Some religions recommend that couples abstain from sex until marriage.
The reason for this is most often the belief that sex is God’s gift to the estate
of marriage and the purpose of sex is to reproduce. Thus, in order to have
family, God’s blessings needed in a marriage to ensure a healthy home
environment and stable parents. Abstaining from sex means that the couple

111

Kiirehtiminen saattaa näkyä usein vuosien päästä parisuhdeongelmina tai heikkona itsetuntona. …
Hätiköimällä silloin, kun oma seksuaalisuuden etsiskely on vasta alkutekijöissään, päätyy usein siihen, ettei
seksi myöhemminkään tunnu juuri miltään.
112
Rohkaistumisvaiheeksi sanotaan elämänvaihetta, jossa ihminen saa itsevarmuutta ja rohkeutta heittäytyä
tuntemattomiinkin tilanteisiin ja haluaa kokemuksia seksistäkin. … Rohkaistumiseen liittyy myös järjen
käyttö eli sinulla on aina mahdollisuus tehdä harkittuja ja yksilöllisiä valintoja: voit itse päättää, teetkö vielä
mitään vai siirrätkö kokemusten hankkimisen myöhempään elämänvaiheeseen.
113
Jokaisella kodilla, uskonnolla ja yhteiskunnalla on omat sääntönsä siitä, milloin yhdyntä on sopivaa. Ellet
tunne sääntöjä, selvitä asia.
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waits until they are married to begin their sexual relationship (or at least
sexual intercourse).” 114(Dynamo)
7.5

Sexual Diversity

Some variation can be seen in the way the topic of sexual diversity is placed in the core
different textbooks. Generally it is presented in the beginning of the sex education unit
after the definition of sexuality but before the discussion of relationships.
In Vire sexual diversity is discussed in a chapter titled “Sexuality – a Great Asset” 115,
under the subtitle “Diverse Sexuality” 116 This section is located between a discussion of
‘what is sexuality’ and ‘the rules of dating’. In KV the section of sexual diversity appears
in the first chapter “Thinking about sex?” 117 under a subtitle: “Gay, lesbian, me?”. Further
on in the text there is an exercise on ‘homophobia’. Once again, a passage on ‘dating’
follows this section. In Syke, sexual diversity is placed as a short sub-section in the
introductory portion of a later chapter, titled: “The Different Forms of Sexuality” 118
followed by “Sectors of Sexuality” 119 and prior to “The Abundance of Sex” 120 This section
is titled, “Sexual Orientation” 121
Dynamo differs from the other textbooks in selecting its manner of presenting the topic.
Sexual diversity is not limited to one chapter but is integrated throughout the entire unit on
sexuality. Dynamo contains several references to sexual diversity. The first is presented in
the introductory chapter, “Sexuality is a Part of Being a Human” 122 under a subtitle,
“Gender” 123. After this, there is a complete section on sexual diversity in chapter titled,
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Jotkut uskonnot suosittavat, että pariskunta pidättäytyy esiaviollisesta seksistä. Perusteluna on
tavallisimmin, että se on Jumalan lahja aviopareille ja seksin tarkoituksena on lisääntyä. Siksi toivotaan, että
perhettä varten solmitaan ensin Jumalan siunaama avioliitto, joka takaa tuleville jälkeläisille hyvän
kasvuympäristön ja pysyvät vanhemmat. E siaviollisesta seksistä pidättäytyminen tarkoittaa, että rakastunut
pari odottaa ensimmäistä rakasteluaan (ainakin yhdyntää, joka mahdollistaa lisääntymisen) siihen asti kun
avioliitto on solmittu.
115
Seksuaalisuus- suuri voimavara
116
Monenlaista seksuaalisuutta
117
Seksi mielessä? ”homo, lesbo, minä?”
118
Seksuaalisuuden monet muodot
119
Seksuaalisuuden osa-alueet
120
Seksin tulva
121
Seksuaalinen suuntautumien
122
Seksuaalisuus on osa ihmisyyttä
123
Sukupuoli
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“Sexual Orientation” 124 In the chapter on contraception and STD’s, gay sex is mentioned
twice.
These sections on sexual diversity do not contain many pictures or images. In Vire there
are two pictures one of a gay pride parade and another of a transvestite. Both pictures have
bright colors and seem to convey a neutral or positive message and ambiance. KV has no
pictures to support the text. Syke presents the gender symbols. In Dynamo a silhouette of a
male couple supplements the text.
The discussion of sexual diversity in the textbooks is mainly descriptive with little medical
or advisory text, as in cases of abortion and contraception. Two main categories were
found in the text: definitions and statements. The proportional relation between these two
categories varies considerably depending on the textbook. For example, in Syke most of the
text includes definitions with only two short concluding statements. In contrast, Dynamo
presents definitions in one short side text paragraph and the core of the main text contains
statements. In Vire and KV, the proportion between these two categories is roughly equal.
7.5.1

Definitions

In each of the texts, six different concepts were defined in one way or another. These
concepts were nearly identical in each textbook. The concepts defined were as follows:
•

sexual orientation (Vire, KV, Syke)

•

heterosexual (Vire, KV, Syke, Dynamo)

•

homosexual (Vire, KV, Syke, Dynamo)

•

bisexual (Vire, KV, Syke, Dynamo)

•

transsexual (Vire, KV, Syke, Dynamo)

•

transvestite (Vire, KV, Syke)

The way of defining the different forms of sexuality (hetero-, homo-, bi-, transsexual) were
very similar in all textbooks. The manner is succinct and simple with slight differences in
the wording. For example in Vire: “In homosexuality the subject of attraction is a person
of the same gender” 125 In Syke the same concept is expressed in this way: “People who are

124
125

Seksuaalinen suuntautuminen
Homoseksuaalisuudessa tunteiden kohteena on samaa sukupuolta oleva henkilö.
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interested in a person of their own gender are called homosexuals.” 126 Similar minor
differences in wording are evident in the definitions of the other identified forms of
sexuality: heterosexual, bisexual, transsexual and transvestite.
Furthermore, consistent with the definitions, sexual orientation refers to the sense of sexual
feelings and attraction, as well as, the source of sexual pleasure.
“Sexual orientation has a significant role in sexuality. The subject of sexual
feelings and sexual pleasure defines sexual orientation.” 127(Vire)
“There are different types of sexuality. Sexual orientation means, for
example, the gender of people a person to whom one is sexually attracted, the
gender of the person with whom one has a sexual relationship, and the
origins of sexual pleasure.” 128(KV)
In general, most of the exercises in the textbooks considered the definitions of different
concepts of sexual diversity. For example, exercises in Vire include: “What does sexual
orientation mean?” And, “Define the following: homosexual and transsexual”. Similar
questions are presented in Syke, for example: “What is meant with sexual orientation?” In
the KV exercise book, all exercises are based on definitions.
7.5.2

Statements

Nine different statements were found in the passages pertaining to sexual diversity. The
statements are provided in addition to definitions.

126

•

sexual orientation in youth (Vire, KV, Syke, Dynamo)

•

changing of sexual orientation (Vire, KV, Syke, Dynamo)

•

finding one’s own sexual orientation (Vire, KV, Dynamo)

•

causes of sexual orientation (KV, Syke, Dynamo)

•

normal/natural occurrence in difference of sexual diversity (Vire, KV, Dynamo)

•

attitudes /oppression (Vire, KV, Dynamo)

Omasta sukupuolesta kiinnostuneita kutsutaan homoseksuaaleiksi.
Seksuaalinen suuntautuneisuus on iso osa seksuaalisuutta. Seksuaalisten tunteiden kohde ja se, millaisista
asioista saa mielihyvää, kertoo seksuaalisen suuntautumisen.
128
Seksuaalisuutta on monenlaista. Seksuaalinen suuntautuminen tarkoittaa mm. sitä, minkälaisiin ihmisiin
tuntee seksuaalista vetoa, kumman sukupuolen kanssa on seksisuhteessa ja mistä asioista saa seksuaalista
nautintoa.
127
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•

equality (Vire, KV)

•

children’s sexual orientation (Dynamo)

•

homosexual sex (Dynamo)

Each textbook has chosen to mention sexual orientation in youth and the changing nature
of sexual orientation from youth to adulthood. All textbooks conclude sexual orientation to
be dynamic and that especially in youth, feelings can change and vary widely. For example
in Vire it is stated:
“I t (sexual orientation) can change during different times of life. Young
people, especially, often have feelings for both same gender and the opposite
gender. This does not indicate the ultimate sexual orientation, but is a normal
stage development in the search of one’s own sexuality.” 129 (Vire)
A similar statement appears in each textbook with slight variations in wordings.
Additionally, KV states that this process is completely natural and supports the
development of one’s own sexual self-image. 130 Dynamo emphasizes the sexuality of
young children:
”One cannot and should not comment on the sexuality of a child. A child is
completely bisexual and equal in its love for others.” 131 (Dynamo)
The process of finding one’s sexual orientation is referred to in most of the textbooks. KV
states that many contradictory feelings take place in the formation of one’s sexual
orientation. 132 Dynamo states that this development may take a long time and proceeds in
conjunction with the process of reaching adulthood.
“Whether a person is heterosexual, homosexual or bisexual, will become
clear over time; feelings may change from one direction to another during

129

Se (seksuaalinen suuntautuneisuus) voi myös vaihdella eri elämänvaiheissa. Varsinkin nuorilla on usein
tunteita niin samaa sukupuolta kuin vastakkaista sukupuolta olevia kohtaan. Tämä ei kuitenkaan vielä kerro
mitään seksuaalisesta suuntautumisesta, vaan on normaali kehitysvaihe oman seksuaalisuuden etsinnässä.
130
Se on täysin luonnollista ja parhaimmillaan tukee oman seksuaalisen minäkuvan muotoutumista.
131
Lapsen seksuaalisesta suuntautumisesta ei voi eikä siitä tule päätellä mitään, lapsi on täysin
biseksuaalinen ja tasa-arvoinen rakkaudessaan.
132
Oman seksuaalisen suuntautumisen muodostumiseen liittyy paljon ristiriitaisia tuntemuksia.
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youth. The determination becomes clear only as developmental stages and
maturation occurs.” 133 (Dynamo)
In addition to the discussion on finding one’s own sexual orientation, Vire gives practical
advice by encouraging the reader seek additional information on the subject and to find
answers to potentially troubling questions by contacting different support and advocacy
organizations for sexual minorities. 134
Three of the textbooks explain the possible genesis of sexual orientation. KV asserts sexual
orientation is impacted by environment, relationships, and life experiences. However, KV
also states that there is no single, clear factor that determines homosexuality. 135 Syke
proposes the notion that sexual orientation is not necessarily visible to others and that it is
not the person’s own choice, but a quality that develops. 136 According to these statements,
the origins of homosexuality are environmental, rather than congenital or genetic.
Dynamo’s approach is different. Rather than referring to the origins of sexual orientation,
Dynamo poses a question of perhaps an unclear distinction between the two different
genders.
”Most often a child can be recognized being a female or male right after
birth. However, defining the gender is not always so evident in every case.
Sometimes a girl does not feel that she is a girl and a boy does not feel like a
boy; and so the experienced gender differs from the biological
gender.” 137(Dynamo)

133

Se, onko ihminen heteroseksuaali, homoseksuaali vai biseksuaali, selkeytyy ihmiselle itsekin hyvin
hitaasti: tunteet vaihtelevat nuoruudessa laidasta laitaan. Selkeytyminen tapahtuu samaan tahtiin kuin muukin
aikuistuminen tapahtuu.
134
Seksuaalisen suuntautuneisuuden vähemmistöryhmille on olemassa erilaisia edunvalvonta- ja
tukijärjestöjä, joihin kannattaa ottaa yhteyttä pienissäkin mieltä askarruttavissa kysymyksissä.
135
Suuntautumiseen vaikuttavat mm. kasvu- ja elinympäristö, ihmissuhteet ja elämän tuomat kokemukset.
Yksiselitteistä tekijää homoseksuaalisuudelle ei ole.
136
Seksuaalinen suuntautuminen ei välttämättä näy ulospäin, eikä se ole oma valinta vaan ominaisuus, joka
ihmiselle kehittyy.
137
Melkein aina lapsi voidaan tunnistaa syntymän jälkeen tytöksi tai pojaksi, mutta sukupuolen
määräytyminen ei ole kaikilla ihmisillä ihan näin yksinkertaista. Joskus käy niin, että tyttö ei koe olevansa
tyttö tai poika ei koe olevansa poika, vaan kokemuksellinen sukupuoli on eri kuin biologinen sukupuoli.
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Most of the textbooks stress sexual diversity as being normal and natural. Dynamo states
that sexual diversity has always existed and is known in the animal kingdom as well. 138 In
Vire the following is stated:
”Even though, most of the people are heterosexual, homo- and bisexuality
are very common as well. … I t is not possible to know the exact number
because not everyone wants to reveal his or her sexual orientation. The
reason for this is that homo- and bisexuals are often subject to criticism and
discrimination because of their sexual orientation.” 139 (Vire)
The issue of negative attitudes against sexual diversity is presented as well. According to
Vire, no sexual orientation is better than any other. Accordingly, people are not to be
judged by their sexual orientation. Everyone has the right to be treated equally regardless
of sexual orientation. 140 However, KV states also that for the reproduction of humans,
heterosexuals are necessary. 141 Overall, presentation of different beliefs toward sexual
orientation is brief.
“Confusion is added by attitudes and beliefs in which heterosexuality is the
only acceptable form of sexual orientation. The judgmental attitudes towards
other forms of sexual diversity come from ignorance and uncertainty. I t is
good to remember that everyone has the right to enjoy their own sexuality as
long as it is not hurting others and oneself.” 142 (KV)
Dynamo presents the most comprehensive discussion of sexual diversity and is the only
textbook that mentions homosexual sexual relations when discussing contraception and the
importance of using condoms.

138

Homoseksuaalisuus on ihmisillä ollut aina osa seksuaalisuuden monimuotoisuutta, ja ilmiö tunnetaan
myös eläinmaailmassa.
139
Vaikka heteroseksuaaleja onkin suurin osa väestöstä, myös homo- ja biseksuaalisuus on hyvin yleistä.
Noin 10-20% ihmisistä on homo- tai biseksuaaleja. Tarkkaa lukumäärää on vaikea tietää, koska kaikki eivät
tuo esille omaa seksuaalista suuntautuneisuuttaan. Tämä johtuu siitä, että homo- ja biseksuaaleja usein
arvostellaan ja syrjitään heidän seksuaalisen suuntautumisensa vuoksi.
140
Mikään seksuaalisista suuntauksista ei ole toistaan parempi. Niinpä ihmisiä ei tulisi arvostella heidän
seksuaalisen suuntautumisensa perusteella. Jokaisella on oikeus tulla kohdelluksi samalla tavalla, oli hänen
seksuaalinen mieltymyksensä mikä tahansa.
141
Ihmisen lisääntymisen kannalta heterosuhteet ovat välttämättömiä
142
Hämmennystä lisäävät vielä asenteet ja uskomukset, joiden mukaan heteroseksuaalisuus on ainoa
hyväksyttävä seksuaalisen suuntautumisen muoto. Tuomitseva asenne muita seksuaalisuuden
ilmenemismuotoja kohtaan kertoo tietämättömyydestä ja epävarmuudesta. On hyvä muistaa, että jokaisella
on oikeus nauttia omasta seksuaalisuudestaan, kuhan ei vahingoita muita eikä itseään.
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As mentioned earlier, most of the exercises focus on the concepts of sexual diversity.
However, there are some exceptions. KV tackles the issue of homophobia by posing
questions for the readers to ponder relating to their own attitudes, reasons for homophobia,
and how the general attitude towards homosexuals has change in contemporary society. 143
Dynamo takes the exercises to an even more personal level by posing questions on
personal reactions and attitudes relating to if a friend revealed his or her homosexuality or
if someone of the same sex expressed romantic interest and the desire to start a
relationship. 144

143
Homofobia. Pelonsekaiset tunteet homo- ja biseksuaaleja kohtaan ovat yleisiä.
a) oletko kohdannut kielteistä asennoitumista homoseksuaaleihin itsessäsi tai muissa ihmisissä?
b) Miksi arvelet joidenkin ihmisten tuntevan pelkoa homoutta kohtaan?
c) Miltä arvelet homofobian tuntuvan homoseksuaalista?
Homoseksuaalisuus on ”tullut ulos kaapista”. Ennen siitä vaiettiin. Missä kaikessa näet nykyään kuvauksia
homoseksuaalisuudesta?
144
Paras kaverisi kertoo olevansa homo/lesbo, mutta itse et ole ihastuksen kohde, vaan hän kertoo asian
sinulle ystävänä. Miten tämä vaikuttaa ystävyyteesi? Samaa sukupuolta oleva kaverisi kertoo olevansa
ihastunut sinuun ja haluasi aloittaa seurustelun kanssasi. Miten suhtaudut häneen?
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8
8.1

DISCUSSION
Discussing Research Findings

In this research the main objective was to examine how the textbooks address the current
ethical issues presented in the theoretical part of this thesis; abortion, contraception,
pornography, abstinence, and sexual diversity. The research goal was to determine the
nature of the discussion pertaining to the five themes, analyze the content, and examine tis
presentation. The actual research questions are as indicated in chapter one. The findings of
the research analysis are discussed here from the perspective of the theoretical research and
the classroom situation.
9.1.1 Abortion
In general, and to a significant extent, the information on abortion in the textbooks
researched includes medical and legal descriptions. However, an advisory tone seems
prevalent in supplementing the factual information. Overall, the tone of the advisory text is
cautionary and abortion is addressed as a problematic phenomenon and a situation to be
avoided, if possible. The main focus of the advisory text seems to be the importance of
contraception. In most textbooks, teenage pregnancies are seen as unadvisable. In this
connection, Syke differs slightly in presenting a more positive approach towards teenage
pregnancies. Discussions on the justifications for abortion are limited in all of the
textbooks. Some suggestion of the complexity of the abortion issue appears, but is not
directly addressed in the textbooks.
The textbooks have a somewhat guarded approach to abortion but the absence of
discussion on the justification of abortion conveys the impression that the views
represented in the textbooks more closely align with liberal/feminist views than with
conservative views, The position of liberals and feminists is to protect the rights of
individual freedom of choice in child birth, parenthood, and termination of pregnancy.
Conservatives emphasize the right to life and responsibility, even to the extent that if one is
not ready to be a parent - one should not have sex. Many of the questions in the discussion
regarding the justification of abortion remain unproven and the debate over the justification
of abortion continues and is nearly impossible to avoid. (see 5.1) In my view the issue is
fundamentally too important to be ignored and it needs to be discussed in ethical sex
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education. Moreover, the teaching of freedom and responsibility should naturally be a
cross curricular theme and integrated within all subjects.
A plausible reason for the absence of discussion on justification of abortion in classrooms
may be the sensitivity surrounding the issue that may stem from feelings of guilt. Guilt is a
strong emotion and may be devastating to a person considered by some as the one
responsible for terminating a life through abortion. However, guilt is a feeling that should
not be neglected or feared and open discussion on the issue should be considered. Without
discussion or counseling, it is impossible to know if someone feels relief, or may be
carrying guilt that could possibly last a lifetime. For this reason it is important to talk about
the issue before a person reaches the ‘point of no return’ on abortion.
9.1.2

Contraception

In Finland the teaching of contraception is one of the main goals of sex education; in fact,
it is the only topic discussed in this paper on which the curricula take a clear stance. This is
well presented and evident in all of the textbooks, since the message is clear: “To be a
responsible citizen, one must use contraception and not forget it”. The message is stressed
throughout all sections on every occasion possible.
Responsibility is thoroughly emphasized as an ethical theme. However, the role of
responsibility is mainly limited to the use of contraception and none of the textbooks stress
the role of responsibility to the other person’s feelings, failed contraception, or the
responsibilities and potential consequences of unexpected parenthood. The presentation of
the content gives an impression that the main goal is to prevent teenager pregnancies and
STD’s exclusively through contraception. This is not necessarily a negative in itself, but
there seems no room or consideration for discussion of alternatives (i.e. abstinence) as that
may perhaps complicate the direct and apparently preferred message advocating the use of
contraception.
An objective discussion on the justification of contraception and the responsibility of
engaging in sexual relations seems to be marginal or nearly non-existent, as is the case
with the subject of abortion. Discussion of these important matters should occur as a
‘conversation of many voices,’ including conservative views. This would facilitate a
greater exchange of ideas, increased understanding, a broader concept of sexuality, and
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avoid the limited scope of simply focusing on the technical or factual aspects; after all, “a
condom does not protect the heart”.
9.1.3

Pornography

Initially, it may seem that the textbooks convey an unacceptable view on porn. It appears
that an ideological view emerges consistent with conservative and radical anti-porn
feminist positions on pornography. Dynamo, however, presents the liberal view as well.
The tone, none-the-less, remains clearly cautionary and porn represented as a negative
phenomenon, leaving little room for debate. Ethical discussion on the justification of porn
is absent a firm stand is taken: very simply, pornography is negative. This is surprising
because public opinion seems to be much more permissible towards porn than the
textbooks (see chapter 5.3).
Nevertheless, the critical view on pornography may not be entirely influenced by ideology.
The publishers carry a legal responsibility as pornographic content is restricted for people
under18 years of age. Dynamo explains that young people have not developed the
reasoning mature enough to handle pornography. It is questionable that this would be a
strong enough motive for an eighth grader to avoid porn. Also, regardless of the intentions
of the author, this type of text may convey the message that porn is only ‘bad’ until one
reaches 18.
The argument in the textbooks generally follows conservative or radical feminist views.
However, dangers and side effects of porn for an individual and for the others, such as sex
addiction, are not addressed in all textbooks. An aspect that is missing from the discussion
on pornography but is evident in the other topics is the integration of factual information
with cautionary text, at the personal level. Porn is discussed as if it is something distant and
disconnected from everyday life. However, technology has moved forward faster than
textbooks have been updated. With the rapid growth of Smartphones, pornographic content
is much easier to access and therefore the issue is more relevant now for teenagers,
children, and parents than ever before. It can be assumed that most eight graders have
already viewed pornography. Thus, it seems relevant and necessary to conduct discussions
relative to the phenomena of interest in porn and the ‘right and wrong’ aspect of viewing
porn. Most youngsters have already been exposed to porn at an early age (see 5.3).
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It seems that most of the books have a pure and clear intention in presenting porn in a
negative light to discourage teenagers from its use. Favorable views on porn are not
presented in three of the textbooks. In order to really tackle the issue of pornography, both
sides should be examined and deeper reflection on the ethical aspect of pornography
should be considered. Many important issues are left unaddressed, such as the line between
soft and hard porn, the image of a woman, the potential assault on human dignity, the line
between pleasure-seeking consummation and addictive uncontrollable behavior, and other
related concerns. In the growing ‘pornographization’ of the culture, the educational
responsibility in this matter increases in importance. Additionally, one cannot simply
ignore the liberal view since it is also an existing widespread opinion and the students
presumably face it in their everyday life.
9.1.4

Abstinence

The practice of abstinence is introduced in only one of the textbooks. Abstinence appears
in an isolated section and abstinence as an option is not included in the core text. It other
words, discussion on abstinence is nearly nonexistent in the textbooks.
However, considerable advice is given on dating and on the first experience of sexual
intercourse in all of the textbooks. This advisory text appears value-driven and may easily
be perceived as influential. Advice is given on dating how it should proceed.

The

statement encouraging students in this way presents strong subjective sentiment; “only you
know what is best for you and when the time is right for sex”. This clearly represents the
liberal worldview. It is important to note that the different “six step dating formulas”
presented in the textbooks represent dating in way to which not all people can relate, for
example students from conservative backgrounds.
The teaching in the textbooks neither support one-night-stands nor does it seem to support
the idea of abstinence or the need for commitment in relationships. Sexual abstinence is
very sparingly discussed and seems to have minimal status in sex education. I posit that
abstinence is an advisable practice and a legitimate value and phenomenon, even in the
Finnish cultural context and classrooms. Many conservative religious groups hold sincere
and strong beliefs regarding abstinence and it is common in many traditional cultures to
have a deep commitment of some kind before sexual intercourse. For these reasons,
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abstinence should be addressed in Finnish classrooms and given ‘equal time’ and status
with other options regarding sexual relations.
9.1.5

Sexual Diversity

All of the textbooks agree that sexual orientation judging or should not be the criteria for
judging or oppressing anyone. This message is very clear and is an important point because
many existing beliefs, prejudices, and feelings render discussion extremely difficult. In
addition, some students may have a preexisting disrespectful attitudes and behaviors
towards sexual diversity. This may arise from fear and lack of knowledge; for example, the
use of the word “gay” as an insult. However, prejudice, discrimination or hate-based
violence should not be tolerated in discussions and sharing knowledge should not be
restrained. This position is unarguable per the Finnish law prohibiting discrimination.
The ethical discussion is evident in the textbooks regarding judgmental attitudes toward
people because of their sexual orientation. The issue of homophobia and disrespectful
attitudes is presented and strongly rejected as unacceptable. However, discussion of beliefs
on sexual diversity based on religion and worldview are not presented in the textbooks at
all. The ideology in the text represents the liberal, feminist view on sexual diversity. As
stated in KV, “…everyone has the right to enjoy their own sexuality as long as it is not
hurting others and oneself.” The liberal/feminist perspective also supports the view on the
nature of sexual diversity.
Nevertheless, if the fundamental question addresses right or wrong, then at an ethical level
there are no ‘right’ answers, but only strong opinions. This question is particularly
challenging in the classroom due to the dilemma of whether or not something can be
natural and unnatural, concurrently. In my view, there are two possible conclusions: 1)
proscribing to one’s opinion or, 2) trying to accept both without hurting others and
remaining more or less neutral. I regard this as one of the most difficult sex education
topics to discuss due to the tensions and emotions that surround this issue. However, the
worst-case scenario would be to ignore it altogether. Perspectives based on a conservative
worldview, without prejudice or fear, are widely accepted views and beliefs worldwide and
should be included in discussions relating to sexual diversity.
8.2

Reliability and Validity of the Research
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Reliability and validity were considered in evaluating this research. According to Kirk and
Miller, reliability in research is defined as “An extent to which a measurement procedure
yields the same answer however and whenever it is carried out” (Kirk & Miller, 1990, p.
19). Also, according to Lincoln and Cuba “The conventional definition of reliability is:
those of stability, consistency, and predictability” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 298 in
(Lewis, 2009). The later definition seems to correlate more closely with qualitative
research than quantitative research.
In terms of reliability in qualitative research, it is important to be consistent in the research
process and transparent in the study. I have attempted to use a systematic methodology and
presented the research material in detail with regular references to support transparency
and avoid misinterpretation in the process of translating the Finnish data into E nglish.
Original translations have been included in the footnotes.
It is important for a researcher to recognize the ‘researcher effect’ as a potential threat to
reliability and validity in a study of ethics. Although I have attempted to be as objective as
possible, one cannot deny the reality that the researcher’s viewpoint and worldview may
influence the results. This is important to acknowledge, especially in a qualitative research
study. According to Julien, qualitative researchers using a content analytic approach
recognize that text is open to subjective interpretation, reflects multiple meanings, and is
context dependent (Julien, 2008). As a researcher, I realize that my perspectives of the
issues in sex education are influenced by ethical, as well as, factual considerations.
Another researcher may see these same issues from a purely factual perspective and their
results may well have been different.
It is also important and necessary to consider validity in a research study. According to
Kirk and Miller, “validity’ is the extent to which it (the measurement procedure) gives the
correct answer” (Kirk & Miller, 1990, p. 19). Validity is more challenging to achieve than
reliability. One cannot have validity without reliability, but can have reliability without
validity (Kirk & Miller, 1990). E stablishing validity in qualitative research presents
challenges because a qualitative study does not involve analysis empirical data in the same
way as quantitative research. Qualitative research is flowing, emergent, and open to
interpretation. A researcher may address threats to validity by careful examination of the
data. In this study, this included careful consideration of critical aspects of the study such
as data collection from texts containing well-defined sex education units, a consistent and
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systematic evaluation process, and reliable and consistent analytical methodology for all
four textbooks. This approach facilitated addressing the research questions. Descriptions of
the analytical methods are located in the appendix. Reliability and validity mean different
things in qualitative studies. They really refer to something more like credibility or
conformability of the data. In considering these two concepts the focus is on process and
product.
When evaluating the research critically, the perceived distinction between factual and
ethical information may at times seem artificial. I have used the semantic concept of
modality as the instrument to separate the factual and ethical concepts. However, the
distinction between factual and non-factual is not always clear. For one researcher an
ethical question may be considered factual to another researcher. Thus, establishing a
factual basis for all phenomena cannot be determined empirically.
8.3

Conclusion

No teaching is ever value free.
Overall, it can be said that the discussion-oriented content of the sex education textbooks
analyzed is not only factual but includes imbedded ethical considerations, both direct and
implied. For each of the five topics analyzed, an ethical aspect is apparent in the way in
which they are presented. This ethical aspect is clear in the advisory passages. Commonly
accepted important values, such as respect and safety, are openly stated.

However,

controversial ethical issues, the sources of divisive opinions, are not as evident and ethical
discussions are not directly addressed. This specifically relates to difficult questions on
abortion and contraception.
When considering the different ideological viewpoints evident in the textbooks it can be
argued that they typically align with liberal and feminist views; more liberal than feminist
in some cases. Conservative viewpoints are mentioned occasionally but do not seem to
have an equitable representation in the core text. The discussions on contraception, sexual
diversity, abortion and abstinence appear consistent with liberal ideology. Pornography is
addressed in conservative or radical feminist manner.
E ven though the majority of the pupils may come from liberal backgrounds, we cannot
assume a homogeneous set of pupils in every classroom. The conservative worldview has
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deep historical roots and certainly appears history books, but it is also clearly evident in
today’s classrooms. Conservative Christian students and an increasing number of Islamic
and other pupils from traditionally conservative cultures and religions populate our
schools.
The eighth grade is the last time sex education is taught in comprehensive school and is an
important period for laying the foundations for values relating to sexuality. An interesting
possibility for additional research could be investigating the effects of ethics-based sex
education on the sexual satisfaction, happiness, and human relationships later on in the
pupils’ lives.
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APPENDIX
Example of the analysis on abortion in Vire.
data

summary

notions on language

yhdynnässä ilman ehkäisyä on aina
raskauden mahdollisuus

pg 169

jos nainen epäilee tulleensa raskaaksi,
hänen kannattaa tehdä raskaustesti

pregnancy
test

raskaustestin voi kuitenkin tehdä
aikaisintaan 2 viikkoa mahdollisen
raskauden
alun
jälkeen
ja
luotettavimman tuloksen saa kun testi
tehdään muutama päivä kuukautisten
poisjäännin jälkeen.

how to do a
pregancy
test

type
factual/no
n f.

category

statement/commentary
f
hänen kannattaa
modality

advice
n

medical information
f

raskaustestejä voi ostaa apteekista

f/n

advice

n

subjective statement

useimmiten raskaus on iloinen ja
odotettu tapahtuma

pregnancy
 positive

descriptive adjectives

aina näin ei kuitenkaan ole. jos
raskaus on ei-toivottu, kannattaa
vaihtoehtoja miettiä tarkkaan

consider the
options

modality

asiasta on hyvä keskustella niin
kumppanin kuin vanhempien kanssa.

decision
making—
talking

modality

n

advice

yleensä se (keskustelu) helpottaa
tilanteen selvittämistä

decision
making

decriptive adjectives

n

subjective
advice

lopullinen
päätös
raskauden
jatkamisesta tai keskeyttämisestä
kuuluu aina tytölle

decision
making
the girl

myös terveydenhoitaja voi auttaa
asiassa

decision
making

raskaustestiä tehdessä kannattaa
lukea pakkauksen ohjeet huolella ja
noudattaa niitä.

pregnacy
test

commentary
n

subjective statement
advice

f—if
and
text

–

modality

true
legal

statement

legal description

f

medical practise

n

advice

